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Abstract 
  

 Prior literature on retrospective voting mostly focused on creating a model that 

accurately predicts the winner of an election. Very little research was done on who these 

retrospective voters are and if retrospective voting differed if the President ran in the election. 

This paper investigates whether the incumbent President running as a candidate in the 

election affected the extent and the way voters use methods of retrospective voting. It also 

seeks to investigate who these retrospective voters are and if there is a difference between 

which voters vote based on personal financial situation and which voters vote based on 

median household income growth. 

 I ran three sets of logistic regressions using data from the American National Election 

Survey from 1968 to 2004, the U.S. Census Bureau’s Historical Income Tables, and the 

University of California Santa Barbara’s Presidency Project. From the regressions, I found 

that the President was held more accountable than other incumbent party candidates. I also 

found out that there is a difference between which voters vote based on personal financial 

situation and which voters vote based on median household income growth, and even these 

variations vary by election year. 
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Introduction 
 

There are two ways to think about retrospective voting. A voter can vote based on the 

performance of the incumbent, because it is important to hold that official accountable for his 

or her performance in office. Under such thinking, if a voter believes the official did a good 

job, that voter ought to vote for the incumbent or the party affiliated with the incumbent. On 

the other hand, if a voter believes the incumbent did not do a good job, the voter ought not to 

re-elect the incumbent or the incumbent party. Accountability, then, is part of the electoral 

process, as Prewitt (1970) explains: 

Although the many are often politically ignorant and apathetic, the few who 

govern are nonetheless responsive to the preferences of the many because, as 

elected officials, the few can be and are held accountable for their actions. 

Accountability is assured because men want to aim and to continue in office 

and because these men recognize that the voting public determines who will 

hold office (p. 6). 

 

 A voter can also vote based on the performance of the incumbent, because it is the least 

costly means of gaining information on the candidates, as one can make the assumption that 

past performance is a good predictor of future performance. Under either thought process, 

voters who vote retrospectively are part of the system in which voters hold politicians 

accountable through elections. 

According to the June 9-12, 2008 Gallup poll, 64% of Americans disapproved of the 

job George W. Bush was doing as President. Even though he would not be running again in 

November of 2008, voters ought to either hold the Republican Party accountable for the poor 

performance of the incumbent or use the information attained from how his poor performance 

affected them to evaluate the new Republican candidate. Polsby and Wildavsky (1988) affirm 

that the political party is accountable for the actions of its politicians, as the party had chosen 

to endorse that politician for office: “…parties are accountable for the activities of chief 

executives elected with their endorsement. Accountability means that when the party 
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endorses a candidate, it designates him or her as its agents before the electorate. The fortunes 

of the party depend on the success of party candidates” (Polsby & Wildalvsky, 1988, p. 30). 

Thus, it makes sense to base one’s evaluations of the incumbent party on the incumbent 

President. 

Still, not all voters vote this way. Some voters vote strictly along party lines, 

regardless of the performance of the incumbent. Others vote based on moral values or the 

stances candidates take on issues such as abortion or gay marriage. It is important, then, to 

look at who are the retrospective voters in the United States, as they are the ones who are 

holding the parties accountable for their performance running in the country.  

 Furthermore, given that retrospective voters base their votes on the performance of the 

incumbent, it is also important to look at whether or not the effects of voting retrospectively 

are stronger when the incumbent is one of the candidates in the election. Although Polsby and 

Wildalvsky do make the case for holding the party accountable, voters should vote more 

strongly against an incumbent candidate if the incumbent did a poor job as President than if it 

is a different candidate from the incumbent party, as he is more directly responsible for the 

performance of the administration.  

Thus, building off of prior literature, this paper seeks to answer two questions: 1) 

Who are retrospective voters? and 2) Does it matter if the President is one of the candidates 

in the election? More specifically, in terms of the characteristics of retrospective voters, 

which voters vote retrospectively because it is an informational shortcut and which voters 

vote based on reward and punishment? 

Previous Literature 
 

Downs (1957) explained how voters could use retrospective voting as low-cost 

information on the incumbent party to evaluate the candidates. In general, he sought to 
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investigate how a rational voter ought to vote. He believed that a voter would base his or her 

vote on his or her “party differential, i.e. the difference between the utility income he actually 

received in period t and the one he would have received if the opposition had been in power. 

(Downs, 1957, p. 40)” If U stood for the utility income a voter received or expected to have 

received during period t, A represented the governing party in period t, and B the opposition 

party, Downs used the equation:  

 
 

to explain a voter’s party differential. Thus, the first part of the equation was the voter’s 

evaluation of the performance of the incumbent party: “In effect, every election is a judgment 

passed upon the record of the incumbent party (Downs, 1957, p. 41).” The second part of the 

equation was the voter’s expected evaluation of the performance of the challenging party. 

Downs took the model a step further by looking at how voters can reduce the cost it 

takes to obtain the information needed to evaluate this equation. He listed several ways in 

which voters can obtain free information about the candidate. However, only one was 

important for this paper, and that was the information voters receive from their daily lives as 

members of the American economic system, which he described as, “information acquired in 

the course of making production or consumption decisions…” (Downs, 1947, p. 223) Thus, 

for Downs, retrospective voting was essentially a means of cutting information costs for 

evaluating the first half of the equation. Thus, it was using retrospective voting, particularly 

evaluations of one’s personal financial situation, as a cheaper way to analyze the candidates 

in terms of prospective voting. 

 Almost a decade after An Economic Theory of Democracy, Key (1966) came out with 

his theory of retrospective voting. Key based his model on presidential elections between the 

years 1936 to 1960. Although he did provide important ideas as to how retrospective voting 

works, his statistical analysis was limited to cross-tabulations. Key’s retrospective voter was 
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concerned with reward and punishment: reward the incumbent party if the incumbent 

performed well and punish the incumbent party if he performed poorly. It was not so much 

about cutting information costs, but rather, it was about holding the incumbent party 

accountable for the incumbent’s performance. He argued that this was a key indicator of why 

and when voters vote outside of party alliances:  

The impact of events from the inauguration of an Administration to the onset 

of the next presidential campaign may affect far more voters than the 

fireworks of the campaign itself. Governments must act or not act, and action 

or inaction may convert supporters into opponents or opponents into 

supporters…By the time the presidential campaign rolls around the die may 

have been cast. (Key, 1966, pp. 9-10)  

 

Key’s voter made a judgment on the end product, rather than the means. They based their 

votes on performance rather than the policy it took to get there. Thus, in this sense, the 

electorate played the role of “judge and executioner” (Key, 1966, p. 77). Although this was 

not an entirely separate idea from Downs’ retrospective voter, it was a more macro-level 

approach than just using one’s personal experience to inform his or her vote. 

 Fiorina (1981) both analyzed and built upon past work on voting models, creating his 

own model for how voters vote retrospectively. He drew on both Downs and Key for his own 

retrospective voting model. Fiorina explained retrospective voting as the extent to which 

voters based their votes on their qualities of life during the incumbent’s term: 

In order to ascertain whether the incumbents have performed poorly or well, 

citizens need only calculate the changes in their own welfare. If jobs have 

been lost in a recession, something is wrong. If sons have died in foreign rice 

paddies…If thugs make the neighborhood unsafe…If polluters foul food, 

water, or air, something is wrong. And to the extent that citizens vote on the 

basis of such judgments, elections do not signal the direction in which society 

should move so much as they convey an evaluation of where society has been. 

(Fiorina, 1981, p. 6-7). 

 

Thus, voters could potentially gain important information on how to evaluate candidates in an 

election based on past personal experiences. He took from both Key and Downs: “Like Key 

we should view the mass public as concerned with the ends of government policy more than 
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with means…But like Downs we should view the voter as looking ahead and choosing 

between alternative futures. (Fiorina, 1981, p. 198)” Although Fiorina tended to contrast 

these two earlier works, voting in terms of personal financial situation and voting based on 

the incumbent’s performance are not mutually exclusive in practice.  

 Fiorina built a model to represent how the utility voters gained from the policies of the 

incumbent, the voter’s personal preferences, and the anticipated utility to be gained from the 

opposing party combined to influence a voter’s decision to vote for the incumbent party. 

Statistically, he tested out his model using election studies from both the Survey Research 

Center and the Center for Political Studies between the years 1952 and 1976. The studies 

contained data on both presidential and congressional elections. Fiorina ran a regression for 

each election individually. For example, to explain when a voter voted for Richard Nixon in 

the 1960 Presidential Election, he used the model: 

𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑒  𝑁𝑖𝑥𝑜𝑛 

=  𝑎 + 𝑏1  
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑓 

𝑤𝑎𝑟 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒
 +  𝑏2  

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑓 
𝑤𝑎𝑟 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

 

+  𝑏3  
𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛 

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒
 + 𝑏4  

𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛 
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

 

+ 𝑏5  
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

 + 𝑏6  
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒

 

+ 𝑏7  
𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 

𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒
 + 𝑏8  

𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
 𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

 

+  𝑏9 𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 + 𝑒 
 

Thus, Fiorina modeled a vote for the incumbent party in 1960 to be based on if the 

incumbent’s ability to stay out of war, the incumbents dealings with the foreign countries, the 

respondent’s personal financial situation, the incumbents dealings with domestic affairs and 

the unemployment of the respondent. (Fiorina, 1981, pp.3608) Fiorina created similar simple 

retrospective voting models for each of the presidential elections from 1956 through 1976 as 

well as the congressional elections for those years (Fiorina, 1981, pp. 36-40). For each of the 

elections, he estimated the equation using a probit procedure with sample size varying for 

each election.  
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Although his results do suggest that there was some retrospective voting occurring, 

they also suggested that the simple retrospective voting model was inadequate in some 

regards. Particularly, Fiorina found it inadequate in explaining how party identification 

affects how these equations play out. He therefore re-estimated the equations to include some 

demographic dummy variables used to describe the voter (e.g., Catholic) as well as party 

identification for the previous election period. He found a high correlation between vote and 

party identification, giving strength to his argument that it is an important variable to include, 

even in a retrospective voting model. 

Fiorina was also the only author to spend time looking at who the retrospective voters 

are. He predicted that those less educated and those less interested in the election would be 

more likely to vote retrospectively. In terms of voting like a Downsian retrospective voter, 

the less educated and the less interested would use retrospective voting as a simple 

informational shortcut that would require little effort on their parts. In terms of reward and 

punishment voting, the less educated and the less interested would use retrospective voting, 

because the uneducated/uninterested were unlikely to know whether the incumbent deserved 

to be blamed for poor economic indicators. Thus, they would blame the incumbent for all 

poor economic indicators: “Under the Downsian view these are the types of citizens least 

likely to have accumulated any political information other than the automatically acquired 

impression of incumbent performance. Under the traditional view, such citizens are the least 

likely to know whether the incumbent really deserves the credit or blame” (Fiorina, 1981, p. 

46). However, looking at the changes in the simple retrospective voting coefficients for a 

given election year, he found that those who were most interested in the election tended to 

have higher coefficients than those who were uninterested in the election. For example, a 

voter who was very interested in politics was 56 percent more likely to vote for the 

incumbent party based on the incumbent ability to avoid war “in 1956 compared to just a 35 
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percent increase for those who [were] not interested in politics” (Fiorina, 1981, p. 50). 

Similarly, he found that education was also not relevant for predicting who would vote 

retrospectively   

Aside from the uninterested and the uneducated, Fiorina predicted a second group of 

American voters to be retrospective voters. He predicted that those who felt alienated by the 

political system, who did not trust politicians, who did not think politicians care about them 

were also likely to be retrospective voters as they were less likely to trust campaign promises 

and to put more emphasis on results: 

Under either theory the cynical, distrusting voter should weigh past 

performance more heavily than the citizen more positively inclined toward the 

political process. In the Downsian theory political distrusts translates into a 

heavy discounting of campaign promises and a correspondingly greater 

reliance on actual performance. Under the competency theory the cynical 

citizen is less likely to create and/or accept excuses from poor governmental 

performance. Instead he attributes it to conscious design (Fiorina, 1981, p. 46). 

 

Although Fiorina found that those who do not trust the government are more likely to be 

retrospective voters, the results for other forms of alienation did not follow as predicted. 

Those who believed that officials care about them and those who believed that they have a 

say in government were more likely, rather than less likely to be retrospective voters. He 

argued that this reflected the fact that these voters feel more empowered to affect change 

trough their vote; in other words, reward and punishment.  

 Finally, Kiewet and Rivers (1984) reviewed the literature up to date on retrospective 

voting. They found that voters tended to be myopic, in that economic indicators measuring 

time periods closer to the election were better indicators of how a voter would vote compared 

to indicators that corresponded to earlier time periods or to the entire four years the 

incumbent was in office. (Kiewet and Rivers, 1984 p. 372) They also found that nationwide 

economic indicators were better predictors of how respondents voted than personal economic 
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situations, as voters did not always attribute their personal financial situation to be the result 

of actions taken by the government.  

Purpose 
Thus, the first section of this paper will investigate the data used in this paper and 

includes a part that discusses where the data came from and the summary statistics for the 

data. The second section of the paper investigates how retrospective voting practices affect 

the probability of voting for the incumbent party. Particularly it has two objectives: 1) to 

measure the incumbent President’s electoral candidacy’s effect on the extent to which voters 

voted for the incumbent party based on personal financial situation and 2) to figure out which 

characteristics of the respondents are important in determining retrospective voters. The third 

section of the paper investigates whether these characteristics affect the probability of voting 

like a Downsian retrospective voter, as defined by those who vote in accordance with their 

personal financial situations. The fourth section of the paper investigates whether these 

characteristics affect the probability of voting like a reward and punishment voter, as defined 

by those who vote in accordance with median household income growth for the election year. 

The purpose of this section of the paper, then, is not to best predict how voters vote, but 

rather to figure out who these voters are and to see if they are voting based on the standards 

laid out in prior literature.  

The Data 
The data on the voters came from the American National Election Survey (ANES) 

Series. Although the survey dates back to 1948 and includes data on congressional elections 

starting in 1954, this paper will only use data from presidential election years starting in 1968 

up through 2004. The portion of the data used in this paper includes 12,174 respondents who 

responded to the question on for whom they voted in the election, of which a proportion were 
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interviewed multiple times for their panel study. However, this paper will only deal with the 

time series data, rather than the panel study or the cross-section data sets. The data came from 

surveys in which researchers asked respondents a series of questions about themselves, 

including personal demographics, variables that measured interest and feelings toward 

politics and specific politicians, as well as how the respondent voted that year.  

I combined this data with data on specific elections from the American Presidency 

Project established by John Woolley and Gerhard Peters. This included data on which party 

was the incumbent party and whether or not the President was one of the candidates. When 

combined with the ANES data, it allowed for the creation of variables that took into account 

the incumbent party, rather than just the specific parties. Finally, data on income, specifically 

median household in 2007 dollars were provided by the U.S. Census Bureau’s Historic 

Income Tables, and converted into measures of income growth. 

Summary Statistics 
 

 In seven of the ten elections covered in this paper from 1968 to 2004, the incumbent 

President was one of the candidates. In six of the elections, a Republican was the incumbent 

compared to four elections where a Democrat was the incumbent. (Figure 1) Over the ten 

years, nearly half of the respondents claimed to have voted for the incumbent party and just 

over half voted for the challenging party, 49.91% and 50.09%, respectively. (Figure 2) In 

addition, 61.45% of respondents voted like a Downsian voter, such that their votes for the 

incumbent party corresponded with their personal financial situation. (Figure 2) In terms of 

voting based on median household income growth, 55.53% of respondents voted like a 

reward and punishment voter. (Figure 2) In terms of personal financial situation, respondents 

were evenly split amongst feeling as if their personal finances were “better now”, “the same”, 

or “worse now” compared to the previous year. However, more felt as if they were better off 
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this year than the previous year compared to those who felt the same or worse off, with the 

groups representing 37.65%, 36.48% and 25.87% of the respondents respectively. (Figure 3) 

Median income growth for the respondents averaged at 1.26%, with the lowest median 

income growth rate of -3.16109% and the highest of 4.30992% for the election year. (Figure 

1) In terms of elections, median income growth was positive for six of the ten election years. 

 In terms of strength of party identification, most respondents strongly identified with a 

particular political party (34. 58%), followed by those who weakly identified with a party 

(34.39%), those who identified as both a member of a political party and as independents 

(23.710%), those who identified as independents (7.77%) and a select few who identified as 

apolitical (0.16%). (Figure 4) In terms of respondents’ relationships with the incumbent 

party, a majority of them did not identify themselves with the incumbent party, as 54.32% did 

not identify with the incumbent party at any level, and 45.68% did. (Figure 5) 

 In terms of interest in the election, most respondents claimed to be somewhat 

interested in the election (45.47%) followed by those who claimed to be very much interested 

(41.21%) and those who were not much interested (13.32%). (Figure 6) A good number of 

respondents did not receive a high school diploma, as 8.54% did not complete eighth grade 

and 9.49% did not finish high school. High school graduates are the largest group with 

33.46% of the respondents, followed by those with some college completed (22.88%), those 

with college degrees (18.16) and finally those with advanced degrees (7.49%). (Figure 7)  

 In terms of trust in the federal government, a majority trusted the federal government 

some of the time (55.96), followed by those who trusted the government most of the time 

(38.58). A significantly smaller percentage trusted the government just about always (3.63%), 

trusted the government none of the time (1.05%), and did not have a definitive answer as to 

how much they trusted the government (0.78%). (Figure 8) In terms of another measurement 

of alienation from politics, a small majority of respondents felt as if officials did not care 
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about people like the respondent (53.88%) compared to those who felt as if they did care 

(46.12%). (Figure 9) A majority (62.08%) of the respondents felt as if they had a say in 

government, compared to 37.92% who felt they did not have a say in government. (Figure 

10)  

It should be noted that these summary statistics should not be taken to be 

representative of the American citizenry overall, as they only represent individuals who voted 

in the election. I expect that those who did not vote are likely to be less educated, less 

interested in politics, and more alienated from the political process compared to their 

counterparts who did vote.  

Statistical Analyses 
 

As noted earlier, respondents’ evaluations of their personal financial situation is the 

best measurement of the Downsian informational shortcut of how well one is doing 

financially on a day-to-day basis. Under his predictions, those who were financially better off 

that year would use that information and positively evaluate the incumbent or incumbent 

party; whereas those who are doing worse will use that information to negatively evaluate the 

incumbent or incumbent party. (Downs, 1957, p.223) The data supports this: of those who are 

doing better this year, almost 60% voted for the incumbent, whereas 65.29% of those who are 

doing worse this year voted against the incumbent. (Figure 11) This pattern can also be seen 

in the bar graph as those whose personal finances are “better now” are the most likely to vote 

for the incumbent and those whose personal finances are “worse now” are the least likely to 

vote for the incumbent.  

Median income growth is a better measurement of the performance of the incumbent 

if a voter is voting to reward and or punish the incumbent for his handling of the national 

economy overall. The data supports Key’s claim that voters vote for the incumbent more 
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when the economy is good and less when the economy is bad, as 42.83% voted for the 

incumbent during a year of negative median income growth compared to 54.14% who voted 

for the incumbent during a year of positive median income growth. (Figure 1 and Figure 12) 

The near 12% margin between the percentages who voted for the incumbent in years of 

positive median income growth as opposed to negative median income growth can be seen in 

the graph, as voters are more likely to vote for the incumbent during years of positive growth 

as opposed to negative.  

As noted earlier, one would expect that if the incumbent President was one of the 

candidates, the effects of one’s personal financial situation on whether or not one votes for 

the incumbent should be magnified. Although I expected equal but opposite effects on 

whether or not the respondent voted for the incumbent if his or her financial situation 

improved as opposed to worsened in the past year, the data contradict this. (Figure 13) Thus, 

I expected the difference between the percent who voted for the incumbent party when the 

incumbent was running and one’s personal financial situation had improved to be positive. 

Likewise, I expected the difference between the percent who voted for the incumbent party 

when the incumbent was running and one’s personal financial situation had worsened to be 

negative. Instead, there was little difference for those who believed their personal financial 

situation improved if the incumbent was one of the candidates or not. 

 However, there was a noticeable difference when the incumbent runs for those who 

feel their financial situation is the same. Those who felt their financial situations had not 

changed tended to vote more for the incumbent party when the incumbent was one of the 

candidates, 50.16% as opposed to 46.98% when the incumbent was not running. (Figures 14) 

This likely reflected the belief that the respondent had more information about the incumbent 

and knew of the increased qualifications of the incumbent from his experiences as President. 

Those who felt their financial situations was worse now than the year prior acted as predicted 
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and voted significantly less for the incumbent party when the incumbent is running, 33.81%, 

than when the incumbent is not running, 38.28%.  

One expects that if the incumbent is running as one of the candidates, the incumbent 

should be rewarded more for positive median income growth and punished more for negative 

median income growth compared to when the incumbent is not one of the candidates. The 

data supported this argument, as in years of positive median income growth 56.92% voted for 

the incumbent party when the incumbent was a candidate compared to 47.39% who voted for 

the incumbent party when the incumbent was not one of the candidates. (Figure 15) Likewise, 

during years of negative income growth, 39.61% voted for the incumbent party when the 

incumbent ran compared to 53.68% who voted for the incumbent party when the incumbent 

was not a candidate. Thus, there was a positive difference between the percentages who voted 

for the incumbent when the incumbent was running and the percentages who voted for the 

incumbent party when the incumbent was not running during years of positive median 

household income growth. (Figure 16) The difference is consequently negative during years 

of negative median income growth. 

Overall, preliminary statistical analyses indicate that the incumbent running in the 

election had the expected effects on traditional reward-and-punishment voting. However, 

with the exception of those who felt they are worse off, the data seems to show that the 

incumbent running has a much less clear effect on Downsian retrospective voting as an 

informational shortcut.  

When looking at the characteristics of retrospective voters, each characteristic was 

evaluated on its effects on votes for the incumbent party based on personal financial situation 

and median household income growth separately. In terms of personal financial situation, I 

created tables to gauge the extent to which vote choices change when respondents’ personal 

financial situations go from “worse off” to “better off” and the relationship of each of the 
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characteristics to that effect. In terms of median income growth, I created tables to gauge the 

extent to which vote choices change when election years went from having negative median 

income growth levels to positive median income growth levels. 

Those with less interest might be more likely to use personal financial situation to 

inform one’s vote, as it is an efficient and effortless shortcut for evaluating the candidates. 

Fiorina also predicted those less interested to be more likely to vote based on national 

economic indicators, as it was less likely that they would be able to differentiate between 

when the incumbent should be held accountable for the economy as to when he should not. 

However, Fiorina (1981) found that those with less interest do not tend to vote retrospectively 

any more than those who are interested. (p. 50) In fact, this data supported his findings that 

the opposite is true; those who are interested tend to vote based on personal financial 

situation to a greater degree than those who are not interested. Those who were very 

interested in politics voted for the incumbent 58.6% of the time when they believed they were 

financially better off this year. (Figure 17) That same group, those very interested in politics, 

voted for the incumbent much less, 30.62% of the time, when they believe they were 

financially worse off that year. Thus, there was a 20.98 percentage point difference, 

compared to the 18.5% point difference for those who are not interested in politics and a 

21.87% point difference for those who are somewhat interested.   

Furthermore, preliminary analysis of the data suggests that interest was also not a 

good predictor of when a voter will vote based on median income growth. Instead, the data 

suggested that those who were somewhat interested in the election were the most likely to 

vote based on median income growth than either those who were very much interested or 

those who are not much interested. (Figure 18) The data, then, is inconclusive. It  suggested 

that those who were not interested in politics use median income growth less to inform them 

of whether or not they ought to reward or punish the incumbent than those who were 
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somewhat interested in politics. However, those who were “very much interested” were the 

least likely to use median income growth to inform their vote, as during years of positive 

median income growth they voted for the incumbent only 9.54% more than during  years of 

negative median income growth, compared to those who were “somewhat interested” in 

politics who had a difference of 12.85% and those who were not much interested” with a 

difference of 11.65%.  

Similar to interest, one might expect that those less educated might use personal 

financial situation as a shortcut to inform one’s vote. The data did support this claim to an 

extent. Those with less than a college education tended to vote more based on personal 

financial situation, as the percentage of those who only completed 8 grades or less voted for 

the incumbent 25.93% more when personal finances were better as opposed to when they 

worse. For those with a bachelors degree, that difference was a mere 18.86 percentage points 

and even smaller for those with advanced degrees at 15.41 percentage points. (Figure 19) 

However, the group with the largest vote difference was those who had completed some 

college at 27.8%. The graph suggests that the attainment of a bachelor’s degree might 

represent a threshold at which voters stop using personal financial situation as a shortcut to 

inform their evaluations of the candidates. (Figure 20) However, it could also be that there 

was no relationship between education and using personal financial situation to inform one’s 

vote, as Fiorina (1981) also found no relationship between whether or not one was a 

retrospective voter and educational attainment. (p. 50) 

In terms of the use of median household income growth to reward and punish the 

incumbent party, one might expect those with more education would be more likely to use 

this method as such voters were more likely to know how the economy is doing. However, 

one might also expect them to be less likely to use economic indicators to inform their votes 

since such voters should be able to differentiate between when the incumbent party should be 
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held accountable for the state of the economy and when it should not. The shape of the bar 

graph on the difference in the percentage voting for the incumbent during positive median 

income growth years and negative median income growths over education shows both of 

these effects. (Figure 21) As a voter attained more education up through the completion of 

some college education, he or she was more likely to have votes that corresponded with the 

direction of median income growth of the election year. Once the voter gains more education 

past some college, votes corresponded less with the median household income growth of the 

election year, which could reflect that those with such high levels of education are able to 

better differentiate when the incumbent party is accountable for the state of the economy. 

Trust in the federal government was the one variable that Fiorina (1981) found to help 

predict whether someone was likely to be a retrospective voter. (p.58) A voter who did not 

trust the government probably did not trust politicians, thus he or she relied on the 

information they can acquire by themselves to evaluate the candidates. The data is not exactly 

clear as to whether or not trust is a good predictor of whether or not one voted 

retrospectively. Of those who never trusted the federal government, there was a 24.35% 

difference between the percent that voted for the incumbent when personal finances had 

improved as opposed to when they had worsened. (Figure 22) The difference was marginally 

smaller for those who trusted the federal government some of the time, 23.21 percentage 

points, and those who trust the federal government some of the time, 19.71 percentage points. 

However, for those who always trusted the federal government, the difference was 

significantly larger at 29 percentage points. Thus, it is unclear whether trust had an effect on 

whether or not one voted based on personal financial situation. 

One would expect that a lack of trust in the federal government would also cause 

voters to rely more on performance more than campaign promises to evaluate the candidates. 

Thus, those with less trust in the government should vote more based on changes in median 
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income growth than those who have more trust in the government. The data did not support 

this claim, as the difference between those who vote for the incumbent when the median 

income growth was positive as opposed to negative was much smaller for those who trusted 

the government none of the time (2.83%) as opposed to those who trusted the government all 

of the time (16.19%). (Figure 23) In fact, as trust increased this percentage difference in the 

vote increased. (Figure 24) Coupled with the data that showed that those with less trust in the 

federal government generally vote against the incumbent regardless, this result could reflect 

the distrusting’s pessimism and lack of standards for the incumbent, or it could reflect the 

high standards of those who trust the President to do as promised.  

Like trust, one would expect those who believed that officials did not care about 

people like them would not believe that the candidates would accurately portray how his 

policies would affect people like the respondent. Thus, one would expect those who believed 

that officials did not care about them would be more likely to vote based on personal 

financial situation, as personal financial situation was a less costly way to evaluate the 

candidates than trying to sort out what information the candidate provides was accurate and 

what was not. Preliminary analysis of the data supported this, although weakly. Of those who 

believed that officials did not care about people like the respondent, 61.40% of them voted 

for the incumbent when their personal financial situations improved compared to 37.11% of 

them who voted for the incumbent party when their personal financial situations worsened. 

(Figure 25) This resulted in a difference of 24.29 percentage points, which was marginally 

higher than the difference of those who believed that officials do care about people like the 

respondent at 22.85 percentage points.  

Similarly, voters who believed that officials did not care for people like them would 

also be more likely to put more weight on the actual performance of the current 

administration and discount campaign promises. Thus, voters who did not believe officials 
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care for people like them should vote based on indicators such as the median household 

income growth of that election year. The data supported this claim, since of those voters who 

believed officials did not care for people like them, 58.09% voted for the incumbent when 

median income growth was positive and only 43.65% when median income growth was 

negative. (Figure 26) This resulted in a percentage vote for the incumbent difference of 

14.44%, higher than the difference of 8.33% for those who believed that officials do care. 

The variable on whether the respondent felt he or she had a say in government was 

also included as it went along with Fiorina’s hypothesis that those who felt  more alienated 

from the government might be more likely to be retrospective voters. (p.46) The data 

suggests that in fact those who felt less alienated were more likely to vote based on personal 

financial situation; the difference between those who voted for the incumbent when personal 

financial situations had improved as opposed to when they have worsened was 24.19 

percentage points for those who believed they had a say in government. (Figure 27) This is 

higher than the 20.42 percentage point difference for those who did not believe they had a say 

in government. This most likely reflects the idea that those who believed they had a say in 

government expected the government to be responsive to their personal financial situations, 

whereas those who did not feel as if they had a say most likely did not expect the government 

to be responsive.  

Because the premise of reward-and-punishment voting is that one uses one’s vote to 

voice approval or disapproval of the incumbent’s performance, one expects those who felt as 

if they had a say in government to be reward-and-punishment voters over those who did not 

feel as if they have a say in government for the same reasons mentioned above. Those who 

believed they had a say in government should expect results. Preliminary analysis of the data 

supported this argument, as 56.72% of those who felt they had a say in government voted for 

the incumbent during election years of positive median income growth compared to 43.02% 
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who voted for the incumbent party during years of negative median income growth. (Figure 

28) The difference between the two was 13.37% points, which was higher than the difference 

of 8.38% points for those who felt they did not have a say in government. 

Finally, one would also expect that those with strong party identification would be 

less likely to rely on personal financial situation to inform their votes, as they probably relied 

most on party identification as their primary informational shortcut. However, the data did 

not support this. Of those with strong party identification, 65.36% voted for the incumbent 

party when their personal financial situations were better than a year prior compared to 

31.34% who voted for the incumbent party when their personal financial situations were 

worse. (Figure 29) This resulted in a percentage point difference of 34.02% for those who 

had strong party identification, more than those with weak party identification (18.71%), 

those who identified both as an independent and with a particular party (19.71%) and those 

who identified as independent (19.01%). Because this was an unexpected result, I checked to 

see if results changed when I disaggregated strength of party identification by party 

identification with the incumbent party. Once the strength groups were disaggregated, 

independent voters had the highest percentage point difference between voting for the 

incumbent party when personal financial situation was better as opposed to worse at 19 

percentage points. (Figure 30) 

Similarly, one would expect those with strong party identification to vote less based 

on results, as they were what Key refers to as “stand-patters;” that is they vote consistently 

for the same party over time regardless over performance. (Key, 1966, p.11) Preliminary 

analysis of the data supported this as 52.99% of those with strong party identification voted 

for the incumbent during years of positive median income growth compared to 48.37% who 

voted for the incumbent during years of negative median income growth; this resulted in a 

difference of 4.62%. (Figure 31) This difference was much smaller than the differences for 
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those with weak party identification (11.11%), those who identified as both independents and 

with a particular party (16.55%), and those who were independent (25.59%). Although the 

difference was lower for those who were “apolitical,” this result is unreliable, as there were 

only 19 respondents who identified as “apolitical” in the survey. In fact, taking out those who 

were apolitical, as party identification weakens, the difference noticeably increases. (Figure 

32)  

 

Logistic Regression with Vote for Incumbent as Dependent Variable 
 

 For the first regression, I looked at the specific effects of three variables representing 

the respondent’s personal financial situation and the median household income growth of the 

election year on the probability of the respondent voting for the incumbent party in the 

election. This is similar to Fiorina’s model in that it used a 0/1 dummy variable on voting for 

the incumbent party as the dependent variable. (Fiorina, 1981, p.40) The first two 

independent variables are the dummy variables better and same, which were created from the 

respondent’s personal financial situation now as compared to the previous year, with those 

who are worse off as the omitted group. The third is variable is household median income 

growth for that year in 2007 dollars. There is also a set of interaction terms to show if and 

how each of these three variables have different effects when the incumbent was running and 

when the respondent had the characteristics listed above. For this regression, all elections 

years were regressed together to allow for different values of median household income 

growth. (Figure 33) Since the likelihood-ratio chi-squared test statistic of this regression is 

7517.48, I can reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the variation in 

probability of voting for the incumbent party with essentially a p-value equal to zero. 

 In terms of the effects of the incumbent running in the election, I found that when the 

incumbent was running as one of the candidates, the voter was 19.4 percent less likely to vote 
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for the incumbent party than if the incumbent President was not one of the candidates, ceteris 

paribus. Furthermore, a respondent was only 2.1% more likely to vote for the incumbent 

party if his or her personal financial situation was better as compared to worse this year than 

the previous year if the incumbent is running. However, this coefficient is not statistically 

different when the incumbent is one of the candidates as opposed to when he is not. A 

respondent whose personal financial situation was the same now compared to the previous 

year was 4.7 percent more likely to vote for the incumbent party than one whose personal 

financial situation was worse now, all else equal, if the President was running as a candidate. 

This coefficient was also not statistically significant. Finally, in terms of median income 

growth, ceteris paribus, respondents were 17.2 percent more likely to vote for the incumbent 

party when median income growth increased by 1 percent if the incumbent was running as 

opposed to not running, ceteris paribus. This coefficient was statistically significant with a p-

value of essentially zero. 

 In terms of the characteristics of the respondents mentioned earlier only three 

categories of characteristics have coefficients that are statistically significant from zero. First, 

in terms of education, as the respondent increased his or her educational attainment he or she 

was more likely to vote for the incumbent when household median income growth increased 

by one percentage point. A voter who had attained his or her high school diploma was 2.9 

percent more likely to vote for the incumbent with a 1 percent increase in household median 

income growth compared to a voter who never completed high school. A voter who had 

attended some college was 3.4 percent more likely to vote for the incumbent with a 1 percent 

increase in household median income growth compared to a voter who never completed high 

school, all else equal. Finally, a voter who had attained a B.A. or B.S. was 3.6 percent more 

likely to vote for the incumbent party with a one percent increase in household median 

income growth. Each of these coefficients are statistically significant at an α=0.02 level or 
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better. This pattern does not hold for those who have completed an advanced degree. This 

could be a result of the fact that those with advanced degrees were more likely to vote on 

more than just the economic outcomes or it could reflect the smaller sample size of 

respondents with advanced degrees. 

 The next characteristic that has some statistical significance is trust in federal 

government. Those who experienced improved personal financial situations but did not trust 

the government were 55.4 percent more likely to vote for the incumbent party than those who 

always trusted the federal government. This coefficient has a p-value of 0.04. Thus, the 

results follow Fiorina’s findings that those who trusted the government less were more likely 

to vote like retrospective voters. (Fiorina, 1981, p. 59) However, the sign on the coefficient 

on the interaction term between not trusting the federal government and median household 

income growth is negative. This suggests that there is a difference between voting based on 

personal financial situation, or Downsian voting, and voting based on median household 

income growth or a form of reward and punishment voting. I will further investigate the 

differences between the two in the next two sections. 

 Finally, strength of party identification is statistically significant only in the sense that 

those who identify with the incumbent party are significantly more likely to vote for the 

incumbent party and those who identify with the challenging party vote for the challenging 

party. The interaction terms with strength of party and better, same, and median_inc_growth 

are not statistically significant. This indicates that strength of party identification and the 

party with which one identified is not a good predictor of whether or not one will vote 

retrospectively. 

 The other characteristics did not result in statistically significant results, leading the 

author to believe that this set of characteristics on the whole do not accurately predict who 

votes retrospectively. Because of the lack of significant coefficients, I created two new 
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models to explain the variation in the probability of voting based on personal financial 

situation and household median income growth separately. Thus, for the next two sections, I 

will be testing to see if these characteristics become important in predicting the probability of 

an individual voting like a Downsian voter or like a reward and punishment voter. 

 

Logistic Regression with Downsian Voter as Dependent Variable 
 

 For the second section, I looked at the effect of the set of characteristics previously 

mentioned on whether or not one votes like a Downsian retrospective voter. A Downsian 

voter was defined by one who voted in accordance with his or her personal financial 

situation. If the respondent’s personal financial situation was better now, a Downsian voter 

would vote for the incumbent party. Likewise, if the respondent’s personal financial situation 

was worse now, a Downsian voter would vote against the incumbent party. (Figure 34) The 

regression was run with all the years included in the study and then run separately for each 

year, to allow for differences across years. The independent variables included measures of 

strength of party identification as well as party identification vis-à-vis the incumbent party, 

interest in the election, educational attainment, trust in federal government, belief that 

officials care about people like the respondent, and belief that the respondent has a say in 

government. I controlled for the respondent’s warmth toward the president, race, income 

level, unemployment, and gender. 

 For the first logistic regression with downs_voter as the dependent variable, I 

combined all of the election years into one single regression. (Figure 35) Although the fit for 

the line was low, I can reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the 

variation in probability of voting like a Downsian voter at essentially the α equals 0 level. 
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 Of the strength of party identification variables, only those with strong party 

identification have a statistically significant coefficient, as they were 8.3 percent more likely 

to vote like a Downsian voter than those who identified as independents. This was 

unexpected, as one would expect those who strongly identified with a particular party would 

be likely to vote like a Downsian voter and more likely to vote based on strict party lines. To 

look further into the effects of party identification, I disaggregated the strength of party 

identification variables into dummy variables that took into account whether or not the 

respondent identified with incumbent or opposing party. 

 For this second model, the coefficient on strong party identification only mattered 

when the respondent identifies with the incumbent party.  (Figure 36) Such respondents were 

10.8 percent more likely to vote like a Downsian voter than those who identified as 

independents, and this coefficient is statistically significant at the α=0.00 level. Furthermore, 

with this model, other levels of party identification become statistically important. Those who 

weakly identified with the incumbent party were 6.9 percent more likely to vote like a 

Downsian voter, ceteris paribus, and those who weakly identified with the challenging party 

were 6.3 percent less likely to vote like a Downsian voter, all else equal. Those who 

identified as both an independent and with the incumbent party were 6.9 percent more likely 

to vote like a Downsian voter, all else equal, and those who identified as both an independent 

and with the challenging party were 5.1 percent less likely to vote like a Downsian voter, all 

else equal. However the last coefficient was only statistically significant at the α=.08 level, 

whereas all other coefficients are statistically significant at the α=.05 level.  

 This model also suffers from a low pseudo-R^2 of 0.027. Still, like the prior model, I 

can reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the variation in probability 

of voting like a Downsian voter at essentially an α=0.00 level. However, I was interested to 

investigate whether results differed depending on election year. Because it made a difference 
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if I differentiated between identifying with the incumbent party and identifying with the 

opposing party, I kept that distinction for each of the election year regressions. 

 For the first election covered in the study, 1968, there were only two statistically 

significant characteristics at the α=.08 level, in that those who weakly identified or barely 

identified with the challenging party were respectively 18 and 20 percent less likely to vote 

like a Downsian voter than those who identified with no party at all. (Figure 37) One would 

expect that those who had even stronger party identifications would be even less likely to 

vote as a Downsian voter, but for this year, that does not appear to be the case. No other 

characteristics were statistically significant. Although there is a slight improvement in the fit 

of the regression to a pseudo R^2=0.0632, I can only reject the null hypothesis that this 

regression explains none of the variation in probability of voting like a Downsian voter in 

1968 at the α=.02 level. 

 For 1972, I can reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the 

variation in the probability of voting like a Downsian voter. (Figure 38) However, no 

coefficients were statistically significant at the α equals 0.05 level. 

 For the 1976 regression, I cannot reject the null hypothesis that the regression does 

not explain any variation in the probability of voting like a Downsian voter in 1976. (Figure 

39) The only variable with a statistically significant coefficient at an α=0.05 level is 

strongPID_inc. That is, those who strongly identified with the incumbent party were 17.7 

percent more likely to vote like a Downsian voter than those who did not identify with either 

party, ceteris paribus. Again, this was a surprising result, because one expects those with 

strong party identification to vote on strictly party lines rather than personal financial 

situation.  

 In 1980, two characteristics were important in predicting the probability of voting like 

a Downsian voter: interest and trust. (Figure 40) For this regression, I can reject the null 
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hypothesis that the regression does not explain any of the variation in the probability of 

voting like a Downsian voter in 1980 with a p-value of 0.0059. In this election year, those 

who were interested in the election were more likely to vote like a Downsian voter, which 

was in accordance with Fiorina’s findings (1981, p. 50). All else equal, those who were very 

interested in the election were 20.3 percent more likely to vote like a Downsian voter than 

those who are not interested in the election, and this coefficient is significant at the α=0.01 

level. Respondents who were somewhat interested in the election were 15.7 percent more 

likely to vote in the manner of a Downsian voter compared to those who were not interested 

in the election, ceteris paribus. Thus, those who were more interested were more likely to use 

personal financial situation to inform their votes in 1980. Given the poor economy of 1980, it 

makes sense that those who were interested in the election to vote from their pocketbooks, as 

the economy was an important factor in evaluating the candidates. (Figure 1)  

 For 1980, those who trusted the federal government were more likely to vote like a 

Downsian voter. This supports both Fiorina’s findings and predictions on trust and 

retrospective voting. (Fiorina, 1981, p. 58) Ceteris paribus, those who never trusted the 

federal government were 72.1 percent more likely to vote like a Downsian voter than those 

who always trusted the government. This coefficient is statistically significant at the α=0.05 

level.  

 I can reject the null hypothesis that the 1984 regression explains none of the variation 

in the probability of voting like a Downsian voter in 1984 with a p-value of essentially zero. 

For this election year, party identification was statistically significant for some, although it is 

difficult to decipher a pattern from these results. (Figure 41) Those who strongly identified 

with the incumbent party were 24.3 percent more likely to vote like a Downsian voter than 

those who did not identify with any party, all else equal. Then those who weakly identified 
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with the opposition party were 18.7 percent less likely to vote like a Downsian voter than 

those who identified only as independents, ceteris paribus.  

 Education was also a statistically significant characteristic in predicting Downsian 

voters in 1984. Those with advanced degrees and college degrees were, respectively, 34 

percent and 21.1 percent less likely to vote like a Downsian voter than those with less than a 

high school degree, all else equal. Both coefficients have a p-value below 0.01. This finding 

supports Fiorina’s expectation that those who were more educated were less likely to use 

informational shortcuts like personal financial situation to inform his or her vote. (1981, p. 

46)  

 For 1988, I can reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the 

variation in the probability of voting like a Downsian voter with a p-value of essentially zero. 

In 1988, strong party identification with the incumbent party was the only characteristic that 

had a statistically significant coefficient at the α equals 0.05 level. (Figure 42) Those who 

strongly identified with the incumbent party were 23.9 percent more likely to vote like a 

Downsian voter than those who identified as independents, all else equal. 

 In 1992, those with strong party identification with the incumbent party were yet 

again more likely to vote like a Downsian voter than those who were independents. 

Respondents who strongly identified with the incumbent party were 29.6 percent more likely 

to vote like a Downsian voter than those who were independent voters, ceteris paribus. 

(Figure 43) This coefficient has a p-value of essentially zero. However, educational 

attainment was also an important characteristic in explaining who was likely to vote like a 

Downsian voter in 1992. Respondents who attained their high school degrees compared to 

respondents who did not finish high school were 13.1 percent less likely to vote like a 

Downsian voter, all else equal, in 1992. However, this coefficient has a rather high p-value of 

0.054. Respondents who attended some college were 19.7 percent less likely to vote like a 
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Downsian voter than someone who did not attain a high school degree, all else equal. Those 

with a college degree were 12.9 percent less likely to vote like a Downsian voter than those 

who did not complete high school, all else equal. Finally, respondents with an advanced 

degree were 26.1 percent less likely to vote like a Downsian voter than respondents who did 

not attain a high school degree, all else equal. Each of the last three coefficients are 

statistically significant at the α=0.025 level. Thus, the data for this year supports Fiorina’s 

prediction that those who are more educated are less likely to use personal financial situation 

to inform his or her vote. (1981, p. 46) Finally, with a likelihood ratio chi-squared test 

statistic of 59.62, I can reject the null hypothesis that this regression explains none of the 

variation in the probability of voting like a Downsian voter in 1992 with a p-value of 0.0001. 

 In 1996, party identification was again important but only for those who identified 

with the incumbent party. (Figure 44) Those who strongly identified with the incumbent party 

were 26.4 percent more likely to vote like a Downsian voter than those who identified as 

independents, ceteris paribus. Those who weakly identified with the incumbent party were 

25.7 percent more likely to vote like a Downsian voter than those who identified as 

independents, ceteris paribus. Both coefficients were significant at the α=0.02 level. For the 

regression as a whole, I can reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the 

variation in probabilities of voting like a Downsian voter in 1996 with a p-value of essentially 

zero. 

 The 2000 election year was very similar to the 1996 election year. All else equal, 

respondents who strongly identified with the incumbent party were 34.8 percent more likely 

to vote likely a Downsian voter than those who identified as independents. (Figure 45) Those 

who weakly identified with the incumbent party were 26.6 percent more likely to vote like a 

Downsian voter than those who identified as independents, ceteris paribus. Both coefficients 

are statistically significant at the α=0.05 level. Interest was the other characteristic important 
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in explaining Downsian voters in 2000. Those who were somewhat interested in the election 

were 20.3 percent more likely to vote like a Downsian voter than those who were not 

interested in the election, all else equal. This coefficient has a p-value of 0.018. Respondents 

who were very interested in the election were 17.2 percent more likely to vote like a 

Downsian voter than those who were not interested in the election, all else equal. This 

coefficient has a p-value of 0.067, which is high. Similar to most years studied, I can reject 

the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the variation in the probability of 

voting like a Downsian voter, given the likelihood ratio chi-squared test statistic of 118.63. 

 Similar to the 1976 election, the only characteristic with a statistically significant 

coefficient in 2004 was strong identification with the incumbent party. (Figure 46) Those 

who strongly identified with the incumbent were 30.4 percent more likely to vote like a 

Downsian voter than those who identified as independents in 2004, all else equal. In terms of 

the regression as a whole, I can only reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains 

none of the variation in voting liking a Downsian voter at the α=0.10 level. 

 Taken together, only one characteristic is statistically significant in a majority of the 

election years. (Figure 47) Those who strongly identified with the incumbent party had a 

significantly higher probability of voting in the manner of a Downsian voter compared to 

those who identified as independents in every election since 1976, except 1980 and 1992. 

Tabulations of the type of Downsian voter for those who strongly identified with the 

incumbent party show that for those years where this characteristic was not statistically 

significant, respondents with strong incumbent identifications were voting less for the 

incumbent than when their personal financial situations had improved as well as when they 

worsened. (Figure 48) That is, the lack of statistical significance in these years most likely 

was a result of a decrease in the probability of voting for the incumbent when personal 

financial situation was better now than in the prior year, rather than increases in voting for the 
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incumbent when one’s personal financial situation had worsened. This tendency to not vote 

for the incumbent despite improved financial situations might be a result of reward and 

punishment voting, since both 1968 and 1972 correspond to years when the country was at 

war and 1980 and 1992 were years of the lowest median household income growth in the 

sample. (Figure 1) 

 There were no other discernible patterns as to which characteristics were important in 

predicting the probability of voting like a Downsian voter by year. Election years where the 

incumbent was one of the candidates did not share any significant characteristics, nor did 

years where the country was at war beside the already mentioned pattern. (Figures 1 and 47) 

 Because I assume there is a difference between voting based on personal financial 

situation and voting based on median household income growth, it is important to investigate 

which voters were more likely to vote like a reward and punishment. The next section will 

investigate whose votes corresponded with median household income growth. 

Logistic Regression with Reward and Punishment Voter as Dependent 

Variable 
 

 For the third set of regressions, I looked at the effects of the set of characteristics 

previously mentioned on whether or not one votes like a traditional reward and punishment 

voter. A traditional reward and punishment voter was defined as someone who voted for the 

incumbent party during years of good median household income growth, when good median 

household income growth is defined as growth above 1 percent. A traditional reward and 

punishment voter would also vote against the incumbent party during years of poor median 

income growth, when poor median household income growth is defined as growth rates 

below zero. (Figure 49) I first ran the regression with all years together, with the exception of 

1988. In order to create a sufficient gap differentiating good and poor median household 

income growth, the median household income growth, and, consequently, the respondents for 
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1988 were dropped. I then ran the regression separately for each election year to investigate 

variations in voting like a reward and punishment when voters faced the same median income 

growth levels. For this set of regressions, I did not want to differentiate between party 

identification with the incumbent or opposing party, as I wanted to see how strength of party 

identification mattered. Differentiating between the two meant the coefficient would be 

measuring mostly whether or not party identification matched with median income growth. 

Thus, it would be reflecting how, in years of good median income growth, those who 

identified with the incumbent party would have a positive coefficient, and in years of bad 

household median income growth, those who identified with the incumbent party would have 

a negative coefficient. 

 Thus, a dummy variable categorizing if one votes like a reward and punishment voter 

is the dependent variable for this set of regressions. The independent variables include 

measurements of strength of party identification, interest in the election, educational 

attainment, trust in federal government, belief that officials care about people like the 

respondent, and belief that people like the respondent have a say in federal government. I am 

controlling for respondent’s warmth toward President, race, income level, unemployment, 

and gender. In this section, I will only discuss those variables that are statistically significant, 

yet again, since a good number of the characteristics are not. 

 The first regression includes all of the years in the study. (Figure 50) Like some of the 

other prior regressions, this regression does not have a great fit; it has a pseudo R^2 of 

0.0149. However, I can reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the 

variation in the probability of voting like a reward and punishment voter at essentially the 

α=0.00 level. In this regression, only the coefficients on party identification are statistically 

significant. Those who strongly identify with either the Democratic or the Republican Party 

were 8.3 percent less likely to vote in the manner of a reward and punishment voter compared 
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to a respondent who is independent, ceteris paribus. Unlike with the probability of voting like 

a Downsian voter, this result supports the expectation that those with strong party 

identification would be more likely to vote on strictly party lines than on median household 

income growth levels. This pattern continued as, all else equal, those who weakly identified 

with either party were 7.3 percent less likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter than 

those who identified as independents. Both coefficients are statistically significant at 

essentially the α equals 0.00 level.  

 For the first election year in the study, 1968, the characteristic that seemed to matter 

most was again strength of party identification. Respondents who strongly identified with a 

particular party were 8.1 percent less likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter than 

those who identified as independents, all else equal. (Figure 51) Similarly, those who 

identified weakly with a particular party were 7.1 percent less likely to vote like a reward and 

punishment voter than those who identified as independents. Both coefficients are statistically 

significant at the α=0.00 level. These results support my hypothesis that the sign on strong 

party identification should be negative, since those who strongly identified with a political 

party should vote along party lines regardless of the state of the economy. It is also 

interesting to note that fit of this regression is significantly better than the fit for the 

regression where all elections years were combined, as the pseudo R^2 is 0.3327 for the 1968 

election alone. This suggests that reward and punishment voters vary by election year. 

However, like the regression with all of the election years, I can reject the null hypothesis that 

the regression explains none of the variation in the probability of voting like a reward and 

punishment voter at essentially the α equals 0.00 level. 

 For the 1972 presidential election, the respondent’s interest level was significant 

characteristic of reward and punishment voters. (Figure 52) Although party identification in 

this election year continued to have some importance, the coefficients on both strong and 
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weak party identification were statistically significant at only the α=0.075 level. Again, both 

had negative coefficients, implying that those who at least weakly identified with a major 

political party were less likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter than those who do 

not identify with either political party, ceteris paribus. 

 Different from the 1968 election, in 1972, the coefficients on respondent’s interest 

level in the election were statistically significant. Those who were very interested in elections 

were 22.6 percent less likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter than those who were 

not interested in the election, all else equal. Similarly, those who were somewhat interested in 

the election were 20.2 percent less likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter than 

those who are not interested in the election ceteris paribus. This supports Fiorina’s original 

expectation that those who are not interested in the election should vote like reward and 

punishment voters because it requires less effort to vote based on indicators such as median 

household income growths than to vote based on the actual policies the incumbent party took 

to get there. (Fiorina, 1981, p. 46) 

Those who mostly trusted the federal government were 19.1 percent less likely to vote 

like a reward and punishment voter in 1972 than those who always trusted the federal 

government. Respondents who sometimes trusted the federal government were 20.4 percent 

less likely to vote like reward and punishment voters in 1972 than those who always trusted 

the federal government. Both coefficients were statistically significant at the α equals 0.05 

level. However, the coefficient on those who never trust the federal government was not 

statistically significant, but it is because the standard error is so large. The large standard 

error is a result of the low number of respondents in 1972 who did not trust the federal 

government; there were six respondents. 

 In the 1976 election, education was a significant characteristic for reward and 

punishment voters. (Figure 53) As voters increased their educational attainment, they were, in 
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fact, more likely to be retrospective voters. Respondents who attained a college degree and an 

advanced degree were 28.9 percent and 20 percent more likely, respectively, to vote like a 

reward and punishment voter than those who did not attain a high school degree, all else 

equal. Both coefficients were statistically significant at the α equals 0.05 level. This result 

went against Fiorina’s expectations that educated voters would vote less like reward and 

punishment voters. (Fiorina, 1981, p. 46) The positive coefficients on  higher levels of 

education reflects the lower proportion of votes for the incumbent party from respondents 

who did not complete a high school education in a year of positive median household income 

growth. (Figure 54) In terms of the regression itself, I can reject the null hypothesis that the 

model explains none of the variation in the probability of voting like a reward and 

punishment voter in 1976 with a p-value of essentially zero. 

 Strength of party identification, education, and trust in federal government were each 

important characteristics in the 1980 election. (Figure 55) The regression does explain some 

of the variation in the probability of voting like a reward and punishment voter in 1980, as it 

has a likelihood ratio chi-squared test statistic of 469.5, which is significant at essentially the 

α equals 0.00 level. As in earlier elections, respondents with strong party identification were 

35.5 percent less likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter than those who identified 

as independents, all else equal. Although the pattern is not as obvious as in the 1976 election, 

variables on education tend to have a positive effect on the probability of voting like a reward 

and punishment voter in the 1980 election. Those who attained a high school diploma were 

22.9 percent more likely to vote like reward and punishment voters than those who did not 

finish high school. This coefficient is significant at the α=0.01 level. Respondents who 

attained a college degree were 22.1 percent more likely to vote like a reward and punishment 

voter than respondents who did not finish high school, all else equal. This coefficient has a p-

value of 0.021. It is interesting that the coefficients on some_college and adv_degree were 
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both not statistically significant given the significance of the other two. For both of these 

variables, their insignificance reflects both smaller coefficients in magnitude and larger 

standard errors.  

Finally, the coefficient for those who did not trust the federal government was 

statistically significant at the α=0.01 level. Those who did not trust the federal government 

were 71.4 percent less likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter than those who 

always trusted the federal government in 1980. Although the sign on this coefficient is the 

opposite of Fiorina’s findings, they most likely reflect the mindset that those who trusted the 

federal government expect the federal government to perform well. (Fiorina, 1981, p. 58)  If 

the administration met this expectation, trusting voters would reward the incumbent party. A 

voter who did not trust the government would not have such expectations. 

The likelihood ratio chi-squared test statistic of 999 allowed me to reject the null 

hypothesis that the 1984 regression explains none of the variation in the probability of voting 

like a reward and punishment voter in 1984 with a p-value of essentially zero. In 1984, only 

two characteristics were statistically significant: strong party identification and interest in the 

election. (Figure 56) Those who strongly identified with a party were 27.8 percent less likely 

to vote like a reward and punishment voter than those who identified as independents, all else 

equal. In terms of interest, respondents who were very interested in the election were 17.1 

percent less likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter than respondents who were 

interested in the election, all else equal. The signs for both coefficients made sense, as they 

both followed the pattern from prior elections and are the expected signs based on Fiorina’s 

and my predictions as mentioned earlier. 

I did not run a separate regression for the election year of 1988, since, as mentioned 

earlier, in order to create a sufficient break in median household income growths, the growth 
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rate of that year was omitted. Thus, there are no observations for a reward and punishment 

voter from the 1988 election year. 

In 1992, both education and trust were important characteristics for reward and 

punishment voters. Respondents with college degrees and respondents with advanced degrees 

were 22 percent less likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter compared to those 

without a high school degree, all else equal. (Figure 57) Both coefficients are significant at 

the α=0.01 level. The negative coefficients on these variables support Fiorina’s expectation 

that those with higher levels of education should be more likely to take into account other 

factors in voting than simply a measurement of the national economy. (1981, p. 46) Similar to 

earlier elections, those who never trusted the federal government were 38.3 percent less likely 

to vote like a reward and punishment voter than those who always trusted the federal 

government. The coefficient is significant, as it has a p-value of 0.003. In terms of the 

regression as a whole, I can reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the 

variation in probabilities of voting like a reward and punishment voter in 1992 with a p-value 

of essentially zero. 

In 1996, there were only four respondents who never trusted the federal government 

and only eighteen respondents who always trusted the federal government. Consequently, 

when I ran the regression the variable on not trust the federal government was dropped. 

However, I can still reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the 

variation in the probability of voting like a reward and punishment voter in 1996 at 

essentially an α equals zero level. (Figure 58) 

In terms of party identification, those with stronger party identifications were more 

likely to vote like reward and punishment voters than those who identified as independents in 

1996. Those who strongly identified with a political party and those who weakly identified 

with a political party were, respectively, 38.2 percent and 32.4 percent more likely to vote 
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like a reward and punishment voter than those who identified as independents. Respondents 

who identified as both independents and with a party were 33.4 percent more likely to vote 

like a reward and punishment voter than respondents who identified as independents in 1996, 

all else equal. Each of these coefficients were statistically significant at the α equals 0.01 

level. The positive coefficients reflect the low proportion of independents who voted like 

reward and punishment voters in 1996 compared to the sample as a whole. (Figure 59) In 

1996, only 39.29% of independents voted like a reward and punishment voter compared to 

61.04% of the entire sample. 

Similar to 1996, the data from 2000 did not have enough respondents who did not 

trust the federal government. In 2000, all ten respondents who did not trust the federal 

government voted like reward and punishment voters, and consequently, the variable 

corresponding to not trusting the federal government was dropped by Stata. (Figure 60) Still, 

I can reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the variation in the 

probability of voting like a reward and punishment voter in 2000 with a p-value of essentially 

zero. 

The only coefficient that is statistically significant at the α=0.05 level for 2000 is the 

coefficient on those who had obtained an advanced degree. (Figure 61) Respondents with 

advanced degrees were 26.7 percent less likely to vote like reward and punishment voters 

than those who did not complete high school, all else equal. This result, like the results on 

educational attainment in 1996, confirms Fiorina’s hypothesis that those with more education 

are less likely to be reward and punishment voters. (1981, p. 46) 

For the election year of 2004, two characteristics were important in terms of 

explaining reward and punishment voters: strength of party identification and education. 

(Figure 62) Those with strong party identifications and those with weak party identifications 

were 42 percent more likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter than those who 
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identified as independents, all else equal. Respondents who identified as both independents 

and with a particular party were 60.1 percent more likely to vote like a reward and 

punishment voters, all else equal. Since the coefficients on strength of party identification 

were unexpectedly positive as in 1996, I again tested to see if independent voters in 2004 

voted significantly less like reward and punishment voters than they had in 1996. However, 

this was not the case, since more independents voted like reward and punishment voters in 

2004 than those with strong party identifications. (Figure 63)  

I then turned to the model to see what control or controls resulted in both the positive 

coefficients on strength of party identification and the overall lower percentage of strong 

party identifiers who voted like a reward and punishment voter. When I removed the control 

on how warm the respondent felt toward the incumbent President, the coefficients on strength 

of party identification changed drastically, such that they were no longer statistically 

significant. (Figure 64) Thus, it is only when controlling for how warm the respondent felt 

toward the president that the strength of party identification coefficients became positive and 

statistically significant. The results could also be complicated by the fact that 2004 is the only 

election year in the sample in which the United States was at war and faced negative median 

household income growth levels. 

Education, unlike party identification, had the expected negative sign on its 

coefficients, however the coefficients were only statistically significant at the α=0.1 level. 

Those who completed some college and those who completed college re, respectively, 39.9 

and 45.2 percent less likely to vote like a reward and punishment voter than those who did 

not complete high school, ceteris paribus. There were no respondents in this regression who 

had attained an advanced degree, thus the variable was dropped in the regression. As a whole, 

I can reject the null hypothesis that the regression explains none of the variation in the 
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probability of voting like a reward and punishment voter in 2004 with a p-value of essentially 

zero. 

It was important to run separate regressions for each year, since it allowed me to find 

characteristics that were not important for the sample as a whole to, but were important for 

given election years. Neither educational attainments nor interests in the election were 

important characteristics when I regressed all of the election years together, but both were 

important for different election years. (Figure 65) Still, it is difficult to decipher why those 

characteristics were important for some election years but not all of them without more 

information on each individual election. 

There was a general pattern that the results for reward and punishment voters better 

matched Fiorina’s and my expectations than the results for Downsian voters. The negative 

coefficients on strong party identification reflect the idea that strong identifiers will vote 

more on strict party lines than those who are independent. The negative coefficients on 

education and interest supported Fiorina’s predictions, even if his results countered those 

predictions. (Fiorina, 1981, p. 46) 

Conclusion 
 

  The first model allowed me to investigate the effects of the President running in the 

campaign on retrospective voting. It also allowed me to look at which voters voted based on 

personal financial situation and which voters voted based on median household income 

growth within the same regression. From this model, which I based on Fiorina’s model, 

education and the incumbent President running as a candidate only affected how respondents 

reacted to median household income growth. On the other hand, personal financial situation 

mattered for those who did not trust the federal government. Voters rewarded the incumbent 

President more than they would another incumbent party candidate in the election for positive 
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median household income growth, and likewise, they punished the incumbent President more 

when they than they would another incumbent party candidate in the election for poor median 

household income growth. Thus, voters, to an extent, are holding the President more 

accountable for the economy. However, they do not hold the President accountable for 

personal financial situation any more than they would any other candidate.  

It was also important to investigate how these characteristics affected the probability 

of voting like a Downsian voter and the probability of voting like a reward and punishment 

voter separately, as such models allowed me to investigate year-by-year differences. No 

characteristic was significant for all years, but it is difficult to decipher a pattern as to why 

different characteristics were significant for different years given the information I have. It 

would be an interesting project if someone wanted to explore the characteristics of the given 

election years more to better understand the reasons why the importance of these 

characteristics vary so much. According to my results from the last two sections, the set of 

characteristics I tested were more important for those who voted based on median household 

income growth than for those who voted based on personal financial situations. Educational 

attainment in 1992 was the only characteristic that mattered in both explaining probabilities 

of voting in the manner of a Downsian voter and probability of voting like a reward and 

punishment voter that had the same sign on its coefficients. This suggests that these two ways 

of thinking about retrospective voting were used, not used, and used differently by different 

kinds of people. Thus, it is not sufficient to lump them together as one type of voting. There 

are two ways to think about retrospective voting, and although they are not mutually 

exclusive, my results suggest that they are not the same.   
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 Data Appendix 
 

Administrative Variables 

 

Variable name: year 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,174 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 100% 

Variable description: Election Year 

Variable values and coding: Year of Election 

Source: ANES (2004), variable VCF0004. 

 

Variable name: fin_sit 

Number of non-missing observations: 11,147  

Percentage of non-missing observations: 91.5% 

Variable description: R (and family) better or worse off since a year ago 

Variable values and coding 

 1: Better Now 

 2: Same  

 3: Worse Now 

Source: ANES (2004), variable VCF0880 

 

Variable name: strength_PID 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,148 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.8% 

Variable description: How strong is the respondent’s party identification? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Strong (34.6% of non-missing values) 

 2: Weak (34.4% of non-missing values) 

 3: Independent-Party (23.1% of non-missing values) 

 4: Independent (7.8% of non-missing values) 

 5: Apolitical (.2% of the time) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0604 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “1” or “7” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “2” or “6” coded as “2” 

c) Values coded as “3” or “5” coded as “3” 

d) Values coded as “4” coded as “4” 

e) Values coded as “9” coded as “5” 

 

Control Variables 

 

Income: 

Note: Used the income variable to create the 0/1 dummy variables below  

 

Variable name: highest_inc 

Number of non-missing observations: 11,253 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 92.5% 

Variable description: Is the respondent in the 95
th

 percentile of household incomes? 

Variables values and coding 
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 0: Respondent is not in the 95
th

 percentile (93% of non-missing values) 

 1: Respondent is in the 95
th

 percentile (7% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004) 

 

Variable name: high_inc 

Number of non-missing observations: 11,253 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 92.5% 

Variable description: Is the respondent in the 68
th

-95
th

  percentile of household incomes? 

Variables values and coding 

 0: Respondent is not in the 68
th

-95
th

   percentile (68% of non-missing values) 

 1: Respondent is in the 68
th

-95
th

  percentile (32% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004) 

 

Variable name: med_inc 

Number of non-missing observations: 11,253 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 92.5% 

Variable description: Is the respondent in the 34
th

-67
th

  percentile of household incomes? 

Variables values and coding 

 0: Respondent is not in the 34
th

-67
th

   percentile (66% of non-missing values) 

 1: Respondent is in the 34
th

-67
th

  percentile (34% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004) 

 

Demographics 

 

Variable name: female 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,174 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 100% 

Variable description: Is the respondent female? 

Variables values and coding 

 0: Respondent is not female (45% of non-missing values) 

 1: Respondent is female (55% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0104 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded “2” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “1” as “0” 

 

Variable name: white 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,111 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.7% 

Variable description: Is the respondent white? 

Variables values and coding 

 0: Respondent is not coded as white (17% of non-missing values) 

 1: Respondent is coded as white (83% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), Variable VCF0106A 

Modifications to original variable: 

c) Values coded “1” converted to “1” 

d) Values coded as “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”, and “7” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: unemp 
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Number of non-missing observations: 12,070 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.1% 

Variable description: Is the respondent unempoloyed 

Variables values and coding 

 0: Respondent is not unemployed (94.3% of non-missing values) 

 1: Respondent is unemployed (5.7% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), Variable VCF0118 

Modifications to original variable 

a) Values coded “2” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “1”, “3”, “4”, and “5” coded as “0” 

c) Values coded as “6”, “7”, and “8” coded as “.” 

 

Variable name: pres_therm 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,012 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 98.7% 

Variable description: How warm does the respondent feel toward the President 

Variable values and coding: “0” Not Warm, “100” Very Warm 

 Mean: 58.95 

 Median: 60 

 Standard deviation: 28.84 

 Minimum: -3.16 

 Maximum: 97 

Source: ANES (2008) 

 

Variable name: war 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,174 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 100% 

Variable description: Is the U.S. at war 

Variables values and coding 

 0: U.S. not in a war 

 1: U.S. in a war 

 

Dependent Variables 

 

Variable name: vote_inc 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,174 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 100% 

Variable description: Did Respondent vote for incumbent? 

Variable values and coding 

 1: R voted for incumbent party (49.9% of non-missing values) 

 0: R did not vote for incumbent party (50.1% of non-missing values) 

Sources: ANES (2004), variable VCF0704 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded “1” converted to “1” if republican=0 

b) Values coded “1” converted to “0” if republican=1 

c) Values coded “2” converted to “1” if republican=1 

d) Values coded “2” converted to “0” if republican=0 

e) Values coded “3” converted to “0” 
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Variable name: downs_voter 

Number of non-missing observations: 7,081 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 58.2% 

Variable description: Did Respondent vote in accordance with personal financial situation 

Variable values and coding 

 1: R voted in accordance with personal financial situation (64.45% of non-missing 

values) 

 0: R did not vote in accordance with personal financial situation (35.55% of non-

missing values) 

Sources: ANES (2004), variable VCF0704 and U.S. Census Bureau (2008) 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded “1” if vote_inc = “1” & fin_sit= “1” 

b) Values coded “1” if vote_inc = “0” & fin_sit= “3” 

c) Values coded “0” if vote_inc = “1” & fin_sit= “3” 

d) Values coded “0” if vote_inc = “0” & fin_sit= “1” 

e) Values coded “.” if fin_sit = “2” 

 

 

Variable name: reward_punishment 

Number of non-missing observations: 10,979 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 90.2% 

Variable description: Did Respondent vote in accordance with median household income 

growth 

Variable values and coding 

 1: R voted in accordance with median household income growth (55.5% of non-

missing values) 

 0: R did not vote in accordance with personal financial situation (45.5% of non-

missing values) 

Sources: ANES (2004), variable VCF0704 and U.S. Census Bureau (2008) 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded “1” if vote_inc = “1” & median_inc_growth > 1 

b) Values coded “1” if vote_inc = “0” & median_inc_growth < 0 

c) Values coded “0” if vote_inc = “1” & median_inc_growth < 0 

d) Values coded “0” if vote_inc = “0” & median_inc_growth > 1 

e) Values coded “.” if 0 < median_inc_growth < 1 

 

 

Independent Variables: 

 

Retrospective Voting Variables: 

 

Variable name: better 

Number of non-missing observations: 11,147 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 91.6% 

Variable description: Is the respondent’s personal financial situation better now than a year 

prior? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent’s personal financial situation is better (37.6% of non-missing values) 

 0: Respondent’s personal financial situation not better (62.4% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004) 
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Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “1” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “2” or “3” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: same 

Number of non-missing observations: 11,147 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 91.6% 

Variable description: Is the respondent’s personal financial situation the same as year prior? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent’s personal financial situation is the same (36.5% of non-missing 

values) 

 0: Respondent’s personal financial situation is not the same (63.5% of non-missing 

values) 

Source: ANES (2004) 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “2” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “1” or “3” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: median_inc_growth 

Number of non-missing observations: 12, 174 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 100% 

Variable description: Median income growth, calculated for that election year 

Variable values and coding: Median income growth, recording in percentages 

 Mean: 1.26 

 Median: 1.45 

 Standard deviation: 2.21 

 Minimum: -3.16 

 Maximum: 4.31 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau (2008) 

Modifications to original variable 

a)  Created growth variable from median income of year = 

 
 

Incumbent as Candidate: 

 

Variable name: inc_cand 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,174 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 100% 

Variable description: Is the incumbent President one of the candidates? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Incumbent is one of the candidates (73% of non-missing values) 

 0: Incumbent is not one of the candidates (27% of non-missing values) 

Source: The American Presidency Project 

 

Characteristics Variables: 

 

Variable name: interest 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,115 
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Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.5% 

Variable description: Respondent’s interest level in the election 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Not much interested (13.3% of non-missing values) 

 2: Somewhat interested (45.5% of non-missing values) 

 3: Very much interested (41.2% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0310 

 

Variable name: very_int 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,115 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.5% 

Variable description: Is the respondent very interested in the election? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent is very interested (41.2% of non-missing values) 

 0: Respondent is not very interested (58.8% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0310 

Modifications to original variable: 

c) Values coded as “3” converted to “1” 

d) Values coded as “1” or “2” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: some_int 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,115 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.5% 

Variable description: Is the respondent very interested in the election? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent is very interested (45.5% of non-missing values) 

 0: Respondent is not very interested (54.5% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0310 

Modifications to original variable: 

f) Values coded as “2” converted to “1” 

g) Values coded as “1” or “3” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: new_edu 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,090 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.3% 

Variable description: Respondent’s educational level 

Variables values and coding 

 1: 8 grades or less (8.5% of non-missing values) 

 2: 9-12 grades (9.5% of non-missing values) 

 3: 12 grades diplomacy or equivalency (33.5% of non-missing values) 

 4: Some college (22.9% of non-missing values) 

 5: College degree (18.2% of non-missing values) 

 6: Advance degree (7.5% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0140A 

 

Variable name: high_school 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,090 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.3% 

Variable description: Highest educational attainment high school degree 
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Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent’s highest educational attainment high school degree (66.5% of non-

missing values) 

 0: Respondent’s highest educational attainment not a high school degree (33.5% of 

non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0140A 

a) Values coded “3” or “4” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “1”, “2”, “5”, “6”, or “7” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: some_college 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,090 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.3% 

Variable description: Highest educational attainment high school degree 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent’s highest educational attainment some college (22.9% of non-missing 

values) 

 0: Respondent’s highest educational attainment not some college (77.1% of non-

missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0140A 

a) Values coded “5” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “1”, “2”, “3”, “4”, “6”, or “7” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: college 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,090 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.3% 

Variable description: Highest educational attainment college degree 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent’s highest educational attainment college (18.2% of non-missing 

values) 

  0: Respondent’s highest educational attainment college degree (81.8% of non-

missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0140A 

a) Values coded “6” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “1”, “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”, or “7” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: adv_deg 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,090 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.3% 

Variable description: Highest educational attainment advanced degree 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent’s highest educational attainment advanced degree (7.5% of non-

missing values) 

 0: Respondent’s highest educational attainment not a advanced degree (92.5% of non-

missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0140A 

a) Values coded “7” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “1”, “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”, or “6” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: trust_fedgov 
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Number of non-missing observations: 12,069 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 92.4% 

Variable description: How much does the respondent trust the federal government? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: None of the time (1% of non-missing values) 

 2: Some of the time (56% of non-missing values) 

 3: Most of the time (38.6% of non-missing values) 

 4: All of the time (3.6% of non-missing values) 

 9: Does not know (.8% of the time) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0604 

 

Variable name: no_trust 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,069 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 92.4% 

Variable description: Does respondent not trust the federal government 

Variables values and coding 

 0: Respondent trusts government to some degree (98.9% of non-missing values) 

 1: Respondent does not trust government (1.1% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0604 

a) Values coded as “1” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “2”, “3”, “4”, or “9” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: some_trust 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,069 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 92.4% 

Variable description: Does respondent somewhat trust the federal government 

Variables values and coding 

 0: Respondent does not somewhat trust the federal government to some degree 

(43.6% of non-missing values) 

 1: Respondent somewhat trust federal government (56.4% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0604 

a) Values coded as “2” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “1”, “3”, “4”, or “9” coded as “0” 

 

Variable name: most_trust 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,069 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 92.4% 

Variable description: Does respondent mostly trust the federal government 

Variables values and coding 

 0: Respondent does not mostly trust the federal government to some degree (61.1% of 

non-missing values) 

 1: Respondent mostly trust federal government (38.9% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0604 

a) Values coded as “3” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “1”, “2”, “4”, or “9” coded as “0” 

 

 

Variable name: officials_care 

Number of non-missing observations: 11,159 
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Percentage of non-missing observations: 98.2% 

Variable description: Do officials care what the respondent thinks? 

Variables values and coding 

 0: Officials do not care (53.9% of non-missing values) 

 1: Officials care (46.1% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0609 

Modifications to original variable: 

c) Values coded as “1” converted to “1” 

d) Values coded as “2” or “3” coded as “0” 

e) Values coded as “9” coded as “.” 

 

Variable name: have_say 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,047 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99% 

Variable description: Do people like the Respondent have a say in government? 

Variables values and coding 

 0: Do not have a say in government (37.9% of non-missing values) 

 1: Do have a say in government (62.1% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0613 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “2” converted to “1” 

b) Values coded as “1” or “3” coded as “0” 

c) Values coded as “9” coded as “.” 

 

Variable name: strong_PID 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,148 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.8% 

Variable description: Does the respondent strongly identify with a party? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent strongly identifies with a party (34.6% of non-missing values) 

 0: Respondent does not strongly identifies with a party (65.4% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0301  

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “1” or “7” 

b) Values coded as “0” if VCF0301= “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”, “6”, or “9” 

 

Variable name: weak_PID 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,148 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.8% 

Variable description: Does the respondent weakly identify with a party? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent weakly identifies with a party (34.4% of non-missing values) 

 0: Respondent does not weakly identifies with a party (65.6% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0301  

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “2” or “6” 

b) Values coded as “0” if VCF0301= “1”, “3”, “4”, “5”, “7”, or “9” 
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Variable name: ind_PID 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,148 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.8% 

Variable description: Does the respondent weakly identify with a party and as an 

independent? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent weakly identifies with a party and as an independent (23.1% of non-

missing values) 

 0: Respondent does not weakly identifies with a party and as an independent (76.9% 

of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0301  

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “3” or “5” 

b) Values coded as “0” if VCF0301= “1”, “2”, “4”, “6”, “7”, or “9” 

 

Variable name: strongPID_inc 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,129 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.6% 

Variable description: Does the respondent strongly identify with the incumbent party? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent strongly identifies with the incumbent party (17.5% of non-missing  

values) 

 0: Respondent does not strongly identifies with the incumbent party (82.5% of non-

missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0301 and Republican 

Modifications to original variable: 

c) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “1” and Republican=0 

d) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “7” and Republican=1 

e) Values coded as “0” if VCF0301= “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”, “6”, or “9” 

 

Variable name: weakPID_inc 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,129 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.6% 

Variable description: Does the respondent weakly identify with the incumbent party? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent weakly identifies with the incumbent party (16.7% of non-missing 

values) 

 0: Respondent does not weakly identifies with the incumbent party (83.3% of non-

missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0301 and Republican 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “2” and Republican=0 

b) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “6” and Republican=1 

c) Values coded as “0” if VCF0301= “1”, “3”, “4”, “5”, “7”, or “9” 

 

Variable name: indPID_inc 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,129 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.6% 
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Variable description: Does the respondent identify with the incumbent party and as an 

independent? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent weakly identifies with the incumbent party and as an independent 

(11.6% of non-missing values) 

 0: Respondent does not weakly identifies with the incumbent party and as an 

independent (88.4% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0301 and Republican 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “3” and Republican=0 

b) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “5” and Republican=1 

c) Values coded as “0” if VCF0301= “1”, “2”, “4”, “6”, “7”, or “9” 

 

Variable name: strongPID_opp 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,129 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.6% 

Variable description: Does the respondent strongly identify with the opposition party? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent strongly identifies with the opposition party (17.2% of non-missing  

values) 

 0: Respondent does not strongly identifies with the opposition party (82.8% of non-

missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0301 and Republican 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “1” and Republican=1 

b) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “7” and Republican=0 

c) Values coded as “0” if VCF0301= “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”, “6”, or “9” 

 

Variable name: weakPID_opp 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,129 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.6% 

Variable description: Does the respondent weakly identify with the opposition party? 

Variables values and coding 

 1: Respondent weakly identifies with the opposition party (17.8% of non-missing 

values) 

 0: Respondent does not weakly identifies with the opposition party (82.2% of non-

missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0301 and Republican 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “2” and Republican=1 

b) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “6” and Republican=0 

c) Values coded as “0” if VCF0301= “1”, “3”, “4”, “5”, “7”, or “9” 

 

Variable name: indPID_opp 

Number of non-missing observations: 12,129 

Percentage of non-missing observations: 99.6% 

Variable description: Does the respondent identify with the opposition party and as an 

independent? 

Variables values and coding 
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 1: Respondent weakly identifies with the opposition party and as an independent 

(11.5% of non-missing values) 

 0: Respondent does not weakly identifies with the opposition party and as an 

independent (88.5% of non-missing values) 

Source: ANES (2004), VCF0301 and Republican 

Modifications to original variable: 

a) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “3” and Republican=1 

b) Values coded as “1” if VCF0301= “5” and Republican=0 

c) Values coded as “0” if VCF0301= “1”, “2”, “4”, “6”, “7”, or “9” 
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Figures 
Figure 1 

 

Year 
Incumbent 

Political Party 
Incumbent 

Running 

Household 
Median Income 

Growth 
War 

1968 Democrat No 4.31% Yes 

1972 Republican Yes 4.28% Yes 

1976 Republican Yes 1.66% No 

1980 Democrat Yes -3.16% No 

1984 Republican Yes 3.10% No 

1988 Republican No 0.77% No 

1992 Republican Yes -0.82% No 

1996 Democrat Yes 1.46% No 

2000 Democrat No -0.17% No 

2004 Republican Yes -0.35% Yes 

All - - 1.26% - 

 

Figure 2: Frequency Table: Vote for Incumbent, Downs Voter, Reward and Punishment Voter 

  
Voted for 

Incumbent 
Party 

Downs 
Voter 

Reward 
Punishment 

Voter 

All 
Years 

49.91% 61.45% 55.53% 

1968 40.99% 55.73% 40.99% 

1972 64.34% 61.25% 64.34% 

1976 49.32% 58.11% 49.32% 

1980 39.98% 53.38% 60.02% 

1984 58.21% 71.37% 58.21% 

1988 52.89% 61.97% - 

1992 34.02% 61.53% 65.98% 

1996 53.76% 59.89% 53.76% 

2000 52.68% 59.31% 47.32% 

2004 50.55% 67.73% 49.45% 
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Figure 3: Frequency Table: Personal Financial Situation Variable 

  Better Same  Worse Total 

1968 
322 

(33.30%) 
461 

(47.67%) 
184 

(19.03%) 
967 

1972 
247 

(36.38%) 
279 

(41.09%) 
153 

(22.53%) 
679 

1976 
457 

(34.81%) 
475 

(36.18%) 
381 

(29.02%) 
1,313 

1980 
327 

(34.35%) 
242 

(25.42%) 
383 

(40.23%) 
952 

1984 
612 

(45.10%) 
407 

29.9%) 
338 

(24.91%) 
1,357 

1988 
498 

(41.99%) 
405 

(34.15%) 
283 

(23.86%) 
1,186 

1992 
508 

(30.71%) 
583 

(35.25%) 
563 

(34.04%) 
1,654 

1996 
481 

(43.22%) 
380 

(34.14%) 
252 

(22.64%) 
1,113 

2000 
381 

(34.14%) 
622 

(55.73%) 
113 

(10.13%) 
1,116 

2004 
364 

(44.94%) 
212 

(26.17%) 
234 

(28.89%) 
810 

All 

4,197 
(37.65%) 

4,066 
(36.48%) 

2,884 
(25.87%) 

11,147 
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Figure 4: Frequency Table: Strength of Party Affiliation 

 

Strength of Party ID 
 

Strong Weak 
Independent-

Party 
Independent Apolitical Total 

1968 
341 404 194 87 1 1,027 

33.20% 39.34% 18.89% 8.47% 0.10% 100% 

1972 
463 643 344 130 6 1,586 

29.19% 40.54% 21.69% 8.20% 0.38% 100% 

1976 
391 501 290 136 3 1,321 

29.60% 37.93% 21.95% 10.30% 0.23% 100% 

1980 
307 352 212 83 4 958 

32.05% 36.74% 22.13% 8.66% 0.42% 100% 

1984 
481 467 312 109 3 1,372 

35.06% 34.04% 22.74% 7.94% 0.22% 100% 

1988 
461 373 279 79 1 1,193 

38.64% 31.27% 23.39% 6.62% 0.08% 100% 

1992 
557 520 432 144 1 1,654 

33.68% 31.44% 26.12% 8.71% 0.06% 100% 

1996 
441 373 245 56 0 1,115 

39.55% 33.45% 21.97% 5.02% 0% 100% 

2000 
438 313 289 74 0 1,114 

39.32% 28.10% 25.94% 6.64% 0% 100% 

2004 
321 232 209 46 0 808 

39.73% 28.71% 25.87% 5.69% 0% 100% 

Total 
4,201 4,178 2,806 944 19 12,148 

34.58% 34.39% 23.10% 7.77% 0.16% 100% 
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Figure 5: Frequency Table: Does Respondent Identify with Incumbent Party 

  Frequency Percent 

Not Incumbent Party 
ID 6599 56.32 

Incumbent Party ID 5549 45.68 

Total 12148 100 
 

Figure 6: Frequency Table: Interest in the Election 

 
Respondents Interest in the Election 

 
Year Not Much 

Interest 
Somewhat 
Interested 

 Very Much 
Interested Total 

1968 
137 419 466 1,022 

13.41% 41% 45.60% 100% 

1972 
269 693 622 1,584 

16.98% 43.75% 39.27% 100% 

1976 
157 559 598 1,314 

11.95% 42.54% 45.51% 100% 

1980 
141 424 360 925 

15.24% 45.84% 38.92% 100% 

1984 
210 666 496 1,372 

15.31% 48.54% 36.15% 100% 

1988 
160 573 461 1,194 

13.40% 47.99% 38.61% 100% 

1992 
152 717 784 1,653 

9.20% 43.38% 47.43% 100% 

1996 
172 554 390 1,116 

15.41% 49.64% 34.95% 100% 

2000 
146 561 413 1,120 

13.04% 50.09% 36.88% 100% 

2004 
70 343 402 815 

8.59% 42.09% 49.33% 100% 

Total 
1,614 5,509 4,992 12,115 

13.32% 45.47% 41.21% 100% 
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Figure 7: Frequency Table: Educational Attainment 

Year 

Less Than 
High School 

High School 
Diploma 

Some 
College 

College 
Advanced 

Degree 
Total 

1968 346 357 158 111 55 1,027 

  33.69% 34.76% 15.38% 10.81% 5.36% 100% 

1972 479 523 309 201 74 1,586 

  30.20% 32.98% 19.48% 12.67% 4.67% 100% 

1976 327 458 284 183 67 1,319 

  24.79% 34.72% 21.53% 13.87% 5.08% 100% 

1980 197 331 215 142 70 955 

  20.63% 34.66% 22.51% 14.87% 7.33% 100% 

1984 218 465 380 204 101 1,368 

  15.94% 33.99% 27.78% 14.91% 7.38% 100% 

1988 180 366 304 225 100 1,175 

  15.32% 31.15% 25.87% 19.15% 8.51% 100% 

1992 208 511 423 315 156 1,613 

  12.90% 31.68% 26.22% 19.53% 9.67% 100% 

1996 107 309 321 241 136 1,114 

  9.61% 27.74% 28.82% 21.63% 12.21% 100% 

2000 69 513 107 283 146 1,118 

  6.17% 45.89% 9.57% 25.31% 13.06% 100% 

2004 48 212 265 290 0 815 

  5.89% 26.01% 32.52% 35.58% 0% 100% 

Total 2,179 4,045 2,766 2,195 905 12,090 

  18.02% 33.46% 22.88% 18.16% 7.49% 100% 
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Figure 8: Frequency Table: How Much Respondent Trusted the Federal Government 

Year No Trust 
Some 
Trust 

Mostly 
Trusts 

Always 
Trusts DK Total 

1968 0 349 550 74 13 986 

  0% 35.40% 55.78% 7.51% 1.32% 100% 

1972 6 669 808 82 17 1,582 

  0.38% 42.29% 51.07% 5.18% 1.07% 100% 

1976 9 821 422 36 28 1,316 

  0.68% 62.39% 32.07% 2.74% 2.13% 100% 

1980 31 675 226 17 6 955 

  3.25% 70.68% 23.66% 1.78% 0.63% 100% 

1984 14 711 556 43 15 1,339 

  1.05% 53.10% 41.52% 3.21% 1.12% 100% 

1988 17 639 479 49 5 1,189 

  1.43% 53.74% 40.29% 4.12% 0.42% 100% 

1992 29 1,120 450 50 7 1,656 

  1.75% 67.63% 27.17% 3.02% 0.42% 100% 

1996 4 746 342 18 1 1,111 

  0.36% 67.15% 30.78% 1.62% 0.09% 100% 

2000 10 605 460 44 1 1,120 

  0.89% 54.02% 41.07% 3.93% 0.09% 100% 

2004 7 419 363 25 1 815 

  0.86% 51.41% 44.54% 3.07% 0.12% 100% 

Total 127 6,754 4,656 438 94 12,069 

  1.05% 55.96% 38.58% 3.63% 0.78% 100% 
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Figure 9: Frequency Table: Do Officials Care for People Like the Respondent 

  Freq. Percent 

Officials Do Not 
Care 6,440 53.88 

Officials Care 5,512 46.12 

Total 11,952 100 

 

Figure 10: Frequency Table: Do People Like the Respondent Have a Say in Government 

  Freq. Percent 

No Say 4,568 37.92 

Has Say 7,479 62.08 

Total 12,047 100 

 

 

Figure 11: Bar Graph: % Voted for Incumbent over Personal Financial Situation 
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Figure 12: Bar Graph: % Voted for Incumbent over Median Income Growth 

 
 

Figure 13: Graph: Vote Difference for When Incumbent Runs over Personal Financial Situation 
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Figure 14: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent When Incumbent Runs over Financial Situation 

% Vote for Incumbent Candidate  

Financial 
Situation 

Incumbent 
Running 

Incumbent Not 
Running Difference 

Better Now 58.98 58.37 0.61 

Same 50.16 46.98 3.18 

Worse Now 33.81 38.28 -4.47 
 

Figure 15: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent When Incumbent Runs over Median Income 

Growth 

 

% Vote for Incumbent Candidate  

Median Income 
Growth 

Incumbent 
Running 

Incumbent Not 
Running Difference 

Positive 56.9154 47.897 9.0184 

Negative 39.6094 52.6786 -13.0692 
 

Figure 16: Bar Graph: Vote Difference for When Incumbent Runs over Median Income Growth 
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Figure 17: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Interest and Personal Financial 

Situation 

 

% Voted for Incumbent 

Interest 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Better Now 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Worse Now Difference 

Not Much Interested 57.62 39.12 18.5 

Somewhat Interested 59.07 37.2 21.87 

Very Much Interested 58.6 30.62 27.98 
 

 

Figure 18: Bar Graph: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Interest and Median Income Growth 

 

 
 

Figure 19: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Education and Personal Financial 

Situation 

 

% Voted for Incumbent 

Education 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Better Now 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Worse Now Difference 

8 grades or less 59.14 33.21 25.93 

9-12 Grades 61.54 34.19 27.35 

12 Grades 58.77 34.1 24.67 

Some College 60.89 33.09 27.8 

Bachelors Degree 58 39.14 18.86 

Advanced Degree 52.84 37.43 15.41 
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Figure 20 : Bar Graph: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Education and Personal Financial Situation 

 

 
 

Figure 21: Bar Graph: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Education and Median Income Growth 
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Figure 22: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Trust in the Federal Government and 

Personal Financial Situation 

 

% Vote for Incumbent. 

Trust 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Better Now  
Personal Financial 

Situation: Worse Now Difference 

None of the time 38.89 14.55 24.34 

Some of the time 52.69 29.48 23.21 

Most of the time 65.8 46.09 19.71 

All of the time 73.05 44.05 29 

DK 47.62 29.63 17.99 
 

Figure 23: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Trust in the Federal Government and 

Median Income Growth 

 

% Vote for Incumbent. 

Trust 
Positive Median 
Income Growth 

Negative Median 
Income Growth Difference 

None of the time 34 31.17 2.83 

Some of the time 46.73 38.13 8.6 

Most of the time 62.69 51.23 11.46 

All of the time 69.87 53.68 16.19 

DK 46.84 46.67 0.17 
 

Figure 24: Bar Graph: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Trust in Federal Government and Median 

Income Growth 
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Figure 25: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Officials_Care in the Federal 

Government and Personal Financial Situation 

 

% Vote Difference 

Care 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Better Now 
Personal Financial Situation: 

Worse Now Difference 

Officials Do Not Care 61.4 37.11 24.29 

Officials Care 55.26 32.41 22.85 
 

Figure 26: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Officials_Care  and Median Income 

Growth 

 

% Vote Difference 

Care 
Median Income Growth 

Positive 
Median Income Growth 

Negative Difference 

Officials Do Not Care 58.09 43.65 14.44 

Officials Care 49.88 41.55 8.33 
 

Figure 27: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Have_Say and Personal Financial 

Situation 

 

% Vote Difference 

Have_Say 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Better Now 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Worse Now Difference 

Do Not Have Say In 
Government 56.08 35.66 20.42 

Have Say in 
Government 60.44 36.25 24.19 

 

Figure 28: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Have_Say and Median Income Growth 

 

% Vote Difference 

Have_Say 
Median Income 
Growth Positive 

Median Income 
Growth Negative Difference 

Do Not Have Say In 
Government 50.66 42.28 8.38 

Have Say in 
Government 56.72 43.02 13.7 
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Figure 29: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Strength of Party ID and Personal 

Financial Situation 

 

% Vote Difference 

Strength of Party-ID 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Better Now 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Worse Now Difference 

Strong 65.36 31.34 34.02 

Weak 56.61 37.9 18.71 

Independent-Party 54.1 34.39 19.71 

Independent 54.69 35.68 19.01 

Apolitical 100 50 50 
 

Figure 30: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Strength of Party ID, Party ID, and 

Personal Financial Situation 

  
Personal Financial 

Situation: Better Now 
Personal Financial 

Situation: Worse Now Difference 

Strong Party ID Incumbent 95.3 86.6 8.7 

Weak Party ID Incumbent 82.41 67.67 14.74 

Ind.-Party ID Incumbent 80.2 67.38 12.82 

Independent 54.69 35.68 19.01 

Strong Party ID Oposition 9.73 4.66 5.07 

Weak Party ID Opposition 25.64 16.84 8.8 

Ind.-Party ID Opposition 19.51 12.11 7.4 
 

Figure 31: Frequency Table: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Strength of Party ID and Median 

Income Growth 

% Vote Difference 

Strength of Party-ID 
Median Income 
Growth Positive 

Median Income 
Growth Negative Difference 

Strong 52.99 48.37 4.62 

Weak 54.65 43.54 11.11 

Independent-Party 53.85 37.3 16.55 

Independent 57.29 31.7 25.59 

Apolitical 57.14 40 17.14 
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Figure 32: Bar Graph: Difference in Vote for Incumbent Based on Strength of Party ID and Median Income 

Growth 
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Figure 33: Logistic Regression on vote_inc, All Years 

No. Observations: 9,678 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 7,517.48 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.5605 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Trans. Coef. Trans. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.063579 0.001934 0.01589465 0.000483573 32.87 0 0.059788 0.06737 

white 0.161834 0.094879 0.04045832 0.023719698 1.71 0.088 -0.02413 0.347793 

highest_inc 0.282174 0.159086 0.07054325 0.039771446 1.77 0.076 -0.02963 0.593977 

high_inc 0.170667 0.096189 0.04266656 0.024047247 1.77 0.076 -0.01786 0.359194 

med_inc 0.040883 0.090462 0.01022079 0.022615352 0.45 0.651 -0.13642 0.218185 

unemployed -0.18803 0.152616 -0.047008 0.038153826 -1.23 0.218 -0.48715 0.111089 

female 0.160984 0.068782 0.04024587 0.017195494 2.34 0.019 0.026174 0.295795 

better  0.19354 0.606822 0.04838472 0.151705108 0.32 0.75 -0.99581 1.382889 

same  -0.01372 0.618039 -0.0034305 0.154509224 -0.02 0.982 -1.22506 1.197612 

median_inc~h | -0.35992 0.205435 -0.0899809 0.051358609 -1.75 0.08 -0.76257 0.042721 

war 0.67068 0.704993 0.16766953 0.176247679 0.95 0.341 -0.71108 2.052441 

inc_cand -0.77643 0.190265 -0.1941068 0.047566146 -4.08 0 -1.14934 -0.40352 

better_inc~d 0.127069 0.205753 0.0317671 0.051438033 0.62 0.537 -0.2762 0.530337 

same_inc_c~d 0.188734 0.206144 0.04718325 0.051535708 0.92 0.36 -0.2153 0.592767 

mig_inc_cand 0.688705 0.17512 0.17217562 0.043779933 3.93 0 0.345475 1.031934 

war_inc_cand -0.1449 0.713276 -0.0362241 0.178318522 -0.2 0.839 -1.54289 1.253099 

very_int -0.14026 0.202836 -0.0350637 0.050708761 -0.69 0.489 -0.53781 0.257295 

better_ver~t -0.05242 0.264087 -0.0131054 0.066021561 -0.2 0.843 -0.57002 0.46518 

same_very_~t 0.116631 0.266543 0.02915763 0.066635509 0.44 0.662 -0.40578 0.639045 

mig_very_int 0.001056 0.047981 0.0002639 0.011995261 0.02 0.982 -0.09299 0.095097 

some_int -0.09082 0.194204 -0.0227061 0.048550768 -0.47 0.64 -0.47146 0.289808 

better_so~nt 0.023962 0.248598 0.00599038 0.062149349 0.1 0.923 -0.46328 0.511205 

same_some~nt -0.00127 0.251548 -0.0003182 0.062886871 -0.01 0.996 -0.4943 0.491753 

mig_some_int 0.043562 0.045058 0.01089041 0.011264414 0.97 0.334 -0.04475 0.131874 

high_school -0.21491 0.198257 -0.053728 0.049564014 -1.08 0.278 -0.60349 0.173664 

better_hs_~d 0.003111 0.27197 0.0007778 0.06799223 0.01 0.991 -0.52994 0.536162 

same_hs_grad 0.136056 0.247226 0.03401391 0.061806375 0.55 0.582 -0.3485 0.620611 

mig_hs_grad 0.117598 0.044892 0.02939935 0.011223039 2.62 0.009 0.02961 0.205585 

some_college 0.021856 0.212657 0.00546391 0.053164153 0.1 0.918 -0.39495 0.438656 

better_som~e -0.18628 0.288551 -0.0465701 0.072137441 -0.65 0.519 -0.75183 0.379268 

same_some_~e -0.0531 0.276652 -0.0132757 0.069162776 -0.19 0.848 -0.59533 0.489125 

mig_some_c~e 0.135191 0.05144 0.03379767 0.012860033 2.63 0.009 0.03437 0.236012 

college 0.083673 0.248896 0.02091816 0.062223823 0.34 0.737 -0.40415 0.5715 

better_col~e -0.21456 0.319141 -0.0536406 0.079785016 -0.67 0.501 -0.84007 0.410942 

same_college 0.024546 0.310654 0.00613638 0.077663273 0.08 0.937 -0.58433 0.633417 

mig_college 0.144481 0.057487 0.03612006 0.014371703 2.51 0.012 0.031808 0.257153 

adv_degree 0.244048 0.323654 0.06101168 0.080913238 0.75 0.451 -0.3903 0.878398 

better_adv~e -0.17333 0.400789 -0.0433327 0.100197 -0.43 0.665 -0.95886 0.612201 
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same_adv_d~e -0.22829 0.398041 -0.057073 0.099509978 -0.57 0.566 -1.00844 0.551854 

mig_adv_de~e 0.094019 0.071475 0.02350465 0.017868667 1.32 0.188 -0.04607 0.234107 

no_trust  -0.03251 0.759027 -0.008127 0.18975601 -0.04 0.966 -1.52017 1.455156 

better_no_~t | 2.216131 1.079042 0.55403095 0.269759626 2.05 0.04 0.101249 4.331014 

same_no_tr~t | 1.17424 0.97762 0.29355905 0.244404158 1.2 0.23 -0.74186 3.09034 

mig_no_trust | -0.38504 0.183505 -0.0962588 0.045876026 -2.1 0.036 -0.7447 -0.02537 

some_trust  0.402807 0.416496 0.10070132 0.104123613 0.97 0.333 -0.41351 1.219123 

better_so~st | -0.09705 0.478489 -0.0242616 0.119621862 -0.2 0.839 -1.03487 0.840774 

same_some~st | -0.05208 0.502209 -0.0130204 0.125551868 -0.1 0.917 -1.03639 0.93223 

mig_some_t~t | -0.14437 0.088742 -0.0360931 0.022185453 -1.63 0.104 -0.3183 0.029559 

most_trust  0.561327 0.422323 0.14033122 0.105580508 1.33 0.184 -0.26641 1.389065 

better_mos~t | -0.2034 0.48266 -0.0508505 0.120664584 -0.42 0.673 -1.1494 0.742594 

same_most_~t | -0.25924 0.506641 -0.0648093 0.12665994 -0.51 0.609 -1.25224 0.733761 

mig_most_t~t | -0.10133 0.088676 -0.025333 0.022168928 -1.14 0.253 -0.27513 0.07247 

officials_~e 0.123651 0.149476 0.03091252 0.037368954 0.83 0.408 -0.16932 0.416619 

better_off~e -0.08178 0.189806 -0.0204445 0.047451446 -0.43 0.667 -0.45379 0.290235 

same_offic~e -0.05324 0.195442 -0.0133091 0.048860342 -0.27 0.785 -0.4363 0.329823 

mig_offici~e -0.01007 0.034884 -0.0025186 0.008720997 -0.29 0.773 -0.07845 0.058297 

have_say 0.000619 0.150262 0.0001548 0.037565453 0 0.997 -0.29389 0.295128 

better_hav~y 0.087813 0.193536 0.02195325 0.048383743 0.45 0.65 -0.29151 0.467136 

same_have_~y -0.00339 0.196745 -0.0008476 0.049186066 -0.02 0.986 -0.389 0.382223 

mig_have_say -0.033 0.036392 -0.0082509 0.009098021 -0.91 0.364 -0.10433 0.038323 

strongPID_~c 1.926917 0.300673 0.48172769 0.075167956 6.41 0 1.337609 2.516225 

better_inc.. 0.567553 0.396281 0.14188779 0.099069979 1.43 0.152 -0.20914 1.34425 

same_inc_s~D 0.552968 0.400083 0.13824165 0.100020426 1.38 0.167 -0.23118 1.337117 

mig_inc_st~D -0.06258 0.066717 -0.0156439 0.016679121 -0.94 0.348 -0.19334 0.068187 

weakPID_inc 1.047253 0.242751 0.2618124 0.060687578 4.31 0 0.571469 1.523036 

be~c_weakPID 0.217074 0.311083 0.05426825 0.077770498 0.7 0.485 -0.39264 0.826785 

same_inc_w~D 0.115692 0.313101 0.02892281 0.078275096 0.37 0.712 -0.49798 0.729359 

mig_inc_we~D -0.03831 0.056809 -0.009577 0.014202304 -0.67 0.5 -0.14965 0.073036 

indPID_inc 0.943846 0.258769 0.23596084 0.06469209 3.65 0 0.436668 1.451025 

bet~c_indPID 0.134316 0.3321 0.03357877 0.083024756 0.4 0.686 -0.51659 0.78522 

same_inc_i~D 0.331326 0.339177 0.08283126 0.08479395 0.98 0.329 -0.33345 0.996101 

mig_inc_in~D -0.03951 0.06269 -0.0098773 0.015672424 -0.63 0.529 -0.16238 0.083361 

strongPID_~p -1.92502 0.320331 -0.4812527 0.080082391 -6.01 0 -2.55285 -1.29718 

better_opp.. 0.09072 0.387554 0.02268 0.096888286 0.23 0.815 -0.66887 0.850313 

same_opp_s~D -0.19113 0.386147 -0.0477817 0.096536462 -0.49 0.621 -0.94796 0.565707 

mig_opp_st~D 0.018411 0.081027 0.00460274 0.020256684 0.23 0.82 -0.1404 0.177221 

weakPID_opp -1.07959 0.249725 -0.2698961 0.062431123 -4.32 0 -1.56904 -0.59014 

be~p_weakPID 0.129206 0.311438 0.03230142 0.077859248 0.41 0.678 -0.4812 0.739613 

same_opp_w~D 0.139367 0.312255 0.03484156 0.078063497 0.45 0.655 -0.47264 0.751375 

mig_opp_we~D -0.05447 0.060761 -0.013618 0.015190201 -0.9 0.37 -0.17356 0.064617 

indPID_opp -1.20571 0.276997 -0.3014275 0.069248926 -4.35 0 -1.74862 -0.66281 

bet~p_indPID 0.259881 0.348596 0.06496994 0.087148743 0.75 0.456 -0.42336 0.943116 

same_opp_i~D 0.140235 0.360415 0.03505871 0.090103433 0.39 0.697 -0.56617 0.846636 
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mig_opp_in~D -0.15445 0.068846 -0.0386131 0.017211369 -2.24 0.025 -0.28939 -0.01952 

_cons -4.29935 0.532965 -1.0748348 0.133240718 -8.07 0 -5.34394 -3.25476 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party, for example: 

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 × 𝑃(𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡) × 𝑃 (𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑒 𝐴𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡)  
 
Figure 34: Definition of Downsian Voter 

  Voted for Incumbent Did Not Vote for Incumbent 

Personal Financial 
Situation Better 

Downsian Retrospective Voter 
Not a Downsian Retrospective 

Voter 

Personal Financial 
Situation Worse 

Not a Downsian Retrospective 
Voter 

Downsian Retrospective Voter 
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Figure 35: Logistic Regression Results on downs_voter, All Years, Not Separated by Party Identification with 

Incumbent Party 
 

No. Observations: 6,226 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 151.79 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0183 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. Transf. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.008011 0.000951 0.001898 0.0002253 8.42 0 0.006147 0.009875 

white -0.01454 0.071537 -0.003444 0.0169463 -0.2 0.839 -0.15475 0.125673 

highest_inc 0.108566 0.121927 0.025718 0.0288832 0.89 0.373 -0.13041 0.347538 

high_inc -0.02722 0.076302 -0.006447 0.0180751 -0.4 0.721 -0.17676 0.122333 

med_inc 0.006892 0.073384 0.001633 0.0173839 0.09 0.925 -0.13694 0.150722 

unemployed 0.421931 0.117965 0.099951 0.0279446 3.58 0 0.190724 0.653137 

female -0.09869 0.054258 -0.023378 0.0128532 -1.8 0.069 -0.20503 0.007659 

strong_PID 0.352443 0.107795 0.08349 0.0255354 3.27 0.001 0.14117 0.563717 

weak_PID -0.00584 0.105205 -0.001385 0.024922 -0.1 0.956 -0.21204 0.200354 

ind_PID 0.037505 0.108951 0.008885 0.0258093 0.34 0.731 -0.17603 0.251044 

very_int 0.16875 0.087347 0.039975 0.0206916 1.93 0.053 -0.00245 0.339946 

some_int 0.09301 0.084011 0.022033 0.0199014 1.11 0.268 -0.07165 0.257669 

high_school -0.01637 0.089712 -0.003877 0.0212517 -0.2 0.855 -0.1922 0.159466 

some_college 0.02141 0.09408 0.005072 0.0222866 0.23 0.82 -0.16298 0.205803 

college -0.1385 0.10076 -0.032809 0.0238689 -1.4 0.169 -0.33599 0.058984 

adv_degree -0.28706 0.124944 -0.068002 0.0295979 -2.3 0.022 -0.53195 -0.04218 

most_trust  -0.1174 0.15316 -0.02781 0.0362821 -0.8 0.443 -0.41758 0.182793 

some_trust  -0.09031 0.152281 -0.021394 0.0360737 -0.6 0.553 -0.38878 0.208152 

no_trust  0.532535 0.308012 0.126152 0.0729648 1.73 0.084 -0.07116 1.136227 

officials_~e -0.02922 0.059222 -0.006922 0.014029 -0.5 0.622 -0.14529 0.086854 

have_say -0.01008 0.060963 -0.002389 0.0144416 -0.2 0.869 -0.12957 0.109403 

_cons -0.02368 0.216477 -0.00561 0.0512812 -0.1 0.913 -0.44797 0.400605 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party, for example: 

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 × 𝑃(𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡) × 𝑃 (𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑒 𝐴𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡)  
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Figure 36: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, All Years, Separated by Party Identification with 

Incumbent Party 

 

No. Observations: 6,226 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 151.79 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0183 

Variables Coef. Std. Err. Trans. Coef. 

Trans. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.002354 0.0011838 0.000557638 0.00028043 1.99 0.047 0.0000338 0.0046742 

white -0.0616555 0.0721285 -0.014605556 0.017086502 -0.85 0.393 -0.2030249 0.0797138 

highest_inc 0.0777464 0.1228621 0.018417325 0.029104772 0.63 0.527 -0.1630588 0.3185516 

high_inc -0.0302053 0.0768108 -0.007155326 0.018195691 -0.39 0.694 -0.1807517 0.120341 

med_inc 0.0001796 0.0739077 4.25454E-05 0.017507977 0 0.998 -0.1446768 0.1450359 

unemployed 0.4295523 0.1184849 0.101756537 0.028067858 3.63 0 0.1973262 0.6617784 

female -0.0798519 0.0546317 -0.018916097 0.01294169 -1.46 0.144 -0.186928 0.0272242 

strongPID_~c 0.6857739 0.1239603 0.162452808 0.029364924 5.53 0 0.4428162 0.9287316 

strongPID_~p 0.0190728 0.1205661 0.004518151 0.028560873 0.16 0.874 -0.2172324 0.2553779 

weakPID_inc 0.28991 0.1169016 0.068676707 0.027692791 2.48 0.013 0.0607871 0.519033 

weakPID_opp -0.2639828 0.1139905 -0.062534819 0.027003181 -2.32 0.021 -0.4874 -0.0405656 

indPID_inc 0.2891825 0.1233397 0.06850437 0.029217911 2.34 0.019 0.0474411 0.530924 

indPID_opp -0.2136604 0.1213041 -0.050613959 0.028735698 -1.76 0.078 -0.4514121 0.0240912 

very_int 0.1869645 0.0880142 0.044289974 0.020849662 2.12 0.034 0.0144598 0.3594692 

some_int 0.1126406 0.0847174 0.026683404 0.020068684 1.33 0.184 -0.0534025 0.2786837 

high_school -0.0272031 0.0903917 -0.006444136 0.021412867 -0.3 0.763 -0.2043675 0.1499614 

some_college 0.0002435 0.0948176 5.76827E-05 0.022461318 0 0.998 -0.1855955 0.1860826 

college -0.1868798 0.1017701 -0.044269909 0.024108294 -1.84 0.066 -0.3863456 0.012586 

adv_degree -0.3148476 0.1259298 -0.074584169 0.029831479 -2.5 0.012 -0.5616655 -0.0680297 

most_trust  -0.1207271 0.1546765 -0.028599013 0.036641277 -0.78 0.435 -0.4238875 0.1824333 

some_trust  -0.0990821 0.15375 -0.023471534 0.036421799 -0.64 0.519 -0.4004265 0.2022624 

no_trust  0.5128911 0.3090305 0.121498644 0.073206158 1.66 0.097 -0.0927976 1.11858 

officials_~e -0.0313331 0.0596088 -0.00742249 0.014120714 -0.53 0.599 -0.1481641 0.085498 

have_say 0.0049935 0.0613618 0.001182909 0.014535981 0.08 0.935 -0.1152734 0.1252604 

_cons 0.3422369 0.2229296 0.081072414 0.052809737 1.54 0.125 -0.094697 0.7791708 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 37: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent Party, 

1968 

No. Observations: 366 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 38.06 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0251 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0773 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Trans. Coef. Trans. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.0039319 0.0043987 0.000970065 0.00108523 0.89 0.371 -0.00469 0.012553 

white -0.0631555 0.3834776 -0.015581517 0.09461033 -0.16 0.869 -0.81476 0.688447 

highest_inc 0.1591054 0.459495 0.039253961 0.11336509 0.35 0.729 -0.74149 1.059699 

high_inc -0.0254587 0.2917744 -0.006281087 0.07198562 -0.09 0.93 -0.59733 0.546409 

med_inc 0.2163251 0.2857232 0.053371017 0.07049269 0.76 0.449 -0.34368 0.776332 

unemployed 0.5226705 0.7331663 0.128951546 0.18088438 0.71 0.476 -0.91431 1.95965 

female 0.3852802 0.2042868 0.095055063 0.05040097 1.89 0.059 -0.01511 0.785675 

strongPID_~c 0.2323485 0.4221505 0.057324257 0.10415158 0.55 0.582 -0.59505 1.059748 

strongPID_~p -0.681777 0.4422178 -0.168205778 0.10910252 -1.54 0.123 -1.54851 0.184954 

weakPID_inc -0.0537466 0.40173 -0.013260184 0.0991135 -0.13 0.894 -0.84112 0.73363 

weakPID_opp -0.7362226 0.4093716 -0.181638418 0.10099881 -1.8 0.072 -1.53858 0.066131 

indPID_inc 0.5543382 0.4571491 0.136764497 0.11278632 1.21 0.225 -0.34166 1.450334 

indPID_opp -0.8013047 0.4401692 -0.197695259 0.1085971 -1.82 0.069 -1.66402 0.061411 

very_int -0.020829 0.3434122 -0.005138862 0.08472553 -0.06 0.952 -0.6939 0.652247 

some_int -0.3130708 0.3393429 -0.077239798 0.08372156 -0.92 0.356 -0.97817 0.352029 

high_school -0.0250407 0.2708556 -0.006177959 0.0668246 -0.09 0.926 -0.55591 0.505827 

some_college 0.0269646 0.3289407 0.006652617 0.08115517 0.08 0.935 -0.61775 0.671677 

college -0.2038062 0.3662356 -0.050282395 0.09035644 -0.56 0.578 -0.92161 0.514002 

adv_degree 0.4640392 0.4908056 0.114486225 0.12108994 0.95 0.344 -0.49792 1.426 

most_trust  -0.0608893 0.3677215 -0.015022408 0.09072304 -0.17 0.868 -0.78161 0.659832 

some_trust  0.1008962 0.3968632 0.024892779 0.09791278 0.25 0.799 -0.67694 0.878734 

officials_~e 0.0871788 0.2475258 0.021508467 0.06106875 0.35 0.725 -0.39796 0.572321 

have_say -0.2629011 0.2439625 -0.064862094 0.06018963 -1.08 0.281 -0.74106 0.215257 

_cons 0.2906521 0.7397238 0.07170873 0.18250222 0.39 0.694 -1.15918 1.740484 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 38: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent Party, 

1972 

 

No. Observations: 366 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 38.06 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0251 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0773 

downs_voter Coef. Std. Err. Trans. Coef. Trans. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.0163159 0.0053448 0.003872477 0.001268555 3.05 0.002 0.0058401 0.0267916 

white -0.3962237 0.3470608 -0.094041219 0.082372712 -1.14 0.254 -1.07645 0.284003 

highest_inc 1.155165 0.8498372 0.274171193 0.201703548 1.36 0.174 -0.5104856 2.820815 

high_inc -0.346879 0.34566 -0.082329563 0.082040241 -1 0.316 -1.02436 0.330602 

med_inc -0.0159822 0.3212135 -0.003793275 0.076238017 -0.05 0.96 -0.6455491 0.6135846 

unemployed 0.2705941 0.4772762 0.064223818 0.113278523 0.57 0.571 -0.66485 1.206038 

female -0.1734338 0.2391912 -0.041163428 0.056770536 -0.73 0.468 -0.6422399 0.2953723 

strongPID_~c -1.007126 0.5716908 -0.239035062 0.135687238 -1.76 0.078 -2.12762 0.1133672 

strongPID_~p -0.0340523 0.5681773 -0.008082101 0.134853331 -0.06 0.952 -1.147659 1.079555 

weakPID_inc -0.7292201 0.5446026 -0.173075833 0.129258023 -1.34 0.181 -1.796622 0.3381813 

weakPID_opp -0.5441689 0.5014259 -0.129155087 0.119010303 -1.09 0.278 -1.526946 0.4386078 

indPID_inc -0.2625697 0.5443775 -0.062319277 0.129204597 -0.48 0.63 -1.32953 0.8043905 

indPID_opp -0.840525 0.5603818 -0.199493355 0.133003118 -1.5 0.134 -1.938853 0.2578031 

very_int 0.4294757 0.3490565 0.101933373 0.082846379 1.23 0.219 -0.2546625 1.113614 

some_int 0.2463145 0.319509 0.058461207 0.075833464 0.77 0.441 -0.3799116 0.8725406 

high_school 0.2172113 0.312387 0.051553744 0.074143102 0.7 0.487 -0.395056 0.8294787 

some_college 0.5493688 0.3500725 0.130389251 0.08308752 1.57 0.117 -0.1367607 1.235498 

college 0.0888963 0.4221407 0.021098981 0.100192457 0.21 0.833 -0.7384842 0.9162769 

adv_degree -0.8364462 0.6779771 -0.198525278 0.160913627 -1.23 0.217 -2.165257 0.4923645 

most_trust  -0.78047 0.5250642 -0.185239677 0.124620706 -1.49 0.137 -1.809577 0.248637 

some_trust  -0.5349023 0.5343723 -0.126955718 0.126829926 -1 0.317 -1.582253 0.5124481 

officials_~e -0.169524 0.2616684 -0.040235462 0.062105359 -0.65 0.517 -0.6823847 0.3433366 

have_say 0.3904743 0.2758056 0.092676635 0.065460735 1.42 0.157 -0.1500949 0.9310434 

_cons 0.342855 0.8799719 0.081374491 0.208855831 0.39 0.697 -1.381858 2.067568 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 39: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent Party, 

1976 

No. Observations: 739 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 26.52 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.3275 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0264 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. β 

Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm -0.0000407 0.00393 -9.9073E-06 0.00095653 -0.01 0.992 -0.00774 0.007661 

white -0.2989207 0.263616 -0.07276411 0.064170069 -1.13 0.257 -0.8156 0.217757 

highest_inc 0.0711887 0.36644 0.017328952 0.089199823 0.19 0.846 -0.64702 0.789398 

high_inc -0.307254 0.221718 -0.07479263 0.053971263 -1.39 0.166 -0.74181 0.127306 

med_inc -0.4280685 0.221023 -0.10420163 0.05380206 -1.94 0.053 -0.86127 0.005129 

unemployed 0.1153833 0.312343 0.028086925 0.076031478 0.37 0.712 -0.4968 0.727565 

female 0.0697971 0.160959 0.016990205 0.039181162 0.43 0.665 -0.24568 0.385272 

strongPID_~c 0.7275614 0.354882 0.177105026 0.086386269 2.05 0.04 0.032006 1.423117 

strongPID_~p 0.5520997 0.333791 0.134393649 0.081252385 1.65 0.098 -0.10212 1.206318 

weakPID_inc 0.3677462 0.311019 0.089517806 0.075709113 1.18 0.237 -0.24184 0.977332 

weakPID_opp 0.1268757 0.29381 0.030884437 0.071520099 0.43 0.666 -0.44898 0.702733 

indPID_inc 0.5915253 0.340074 0.143990739 0.082781835 1.74 0.082 -0.07501 1.258059 

indPID_opp -0.1358062 0.332012 -0.03305832 0.080819214 -0.41 0.683 -0.78654 0.514925 

very_int -0.1319605 0.276448 -0.03212219 0.067293816 -0.48 0.633 -0.67379 0.409868 

some_int -0.2012924 0.272934 -0.04899916 0.066438453 -0.74 0.461 -0.73623 0.333649 

high_school 0.0315097 0.229661 0.007670179 0.055904721 0.14 0.891 -0.41862 0.481637 

some_college 0.1388182 0.249093 0.033791514 0.060634962 0.56 0.577 -0.3494 0.627032 

college 0.0185443 0.29398 0.004514105 0.071561334 0.06 0.95 -0.55765 0.594734 

adv_degree 0.1495928 0.385485 0.036414297 0.093835932 0.39 0.698 -0.60594 0.90513 

most_trust  -0.2228316 0.385485 -0.05424229 0.470692 -0.47 0.636 -1.14537 0.699708 

some_trust  -0.2707336 0.385485 -0.06590273 0.4664757 -0.58 0.562 -1.18501 0.643542 

no_trust  0.7339091 0.385485 0.178650201 1.25389 0.59 0.558 -1.72367 3.191489 

officials_~e -0.0403289 0.179363 -0.00981697 0.043660945 -0.22 0.822 -0.39187 0.311215 

have_say 0.0224506 0.183781 0.005464988 0.044736435 0.12 0.903 -0.33775 0.382654 

_cons 0.8277481 0.705525 0.201492752 0.171740815 1.17 0.241 -0.55506 2.210551 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 40: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent Party, 

1980 

No. Observations: 598 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 44.95 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0059 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0545 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef.  
Transf. Std. 
Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf.   Interval] 

pres_therm -0.0103988 0.0039366 -0.00258782 0.000979653 -2.64 0.008 -0.0181143 -0.0026832 

white -0.0565465 0.2931252 -0.014072024 0.072946422 -0.19 0.847 -0.6310613 0.5179682 

highest_inc -1.083642 0.4091022 -0.269672504 0.101808175 -2.65 0.008 -1.885467 -0.2818161 

high_inc 0.056767 0.2653384 0.014126897 0.066031467 0.21 0.831 -0.4632866 0.5768206 

med_inc -0.1792959 0.2403999 -0.04461914 0.059825333 -0.75 0.456 -0.6504711 0.2918793 

unemployed 0.2234179 0.3891201 0.055599233 0.096835479 0.57 0.566 -0.5392435 0.9860793 

female -0.2708149 0.1813261 -0.067394335 0.045124371 -1.49 0.135 -0.6262074 0.0845777 

strongPID_~c -0.2638925 0.3768061 -0.065671644 0.093771047 -0.7 0.484 -1.002419 0.4746338 

strongPID_~p -0.0592772 0.4055945 -0.014751579 0.100935258 -0.15 0.884 -0.8542279 0.7356735 

weakPID_inc -0.0132456 0.3532859 -0.003296268 0.087917867 -0.04 0.97 -0.7056734 0.6791821 

weakPID_opp -0.080764 0.3604407 -0.020098732 0.089698393 -0.22 0.823 -0.7872148 0.6256869 

indPID_inc -0.4352781 0.3892677 -0.108322246 0.09687221 -1.12 0.263 -1.198229 0.3276727 

indPID_opp -0.3806852 0.3787028 -0.09473639 0.094243055 -1.01 0.315 -1.122929 0.3615586 

very_int 0.8174791 0.2883286 0.203435854 0.071752752 2.84 0.005 0.2523655 1.382593 

some_int 0.631544 0.277468 0.157164499 0.069050009 2.28 0.023 0.0877167 1.175371 

high_school 0.1143208 0.2794308 0.028449595 0.069538467 0.41 0.682 -0.4333534 0.661995 

some_college 0.1414806 0.3041882 0.035208517 0.075699533 0.47 0.642 -0.4547174 0.7376786 

college -0.1602705 0.3316094 -0.039884526 0.082523506 -0.48 0.629 -0.8102131 0.4896721 

adv_degree 0.3254795 0.4171154 0.080998034 0.103802321 0.78 0.435 -0.4920517 1.143011 

most_trust  1.446679 1.167454 0.360017006 0.290529754 1.24 0.215 -0.8414881 3.734847 

some_trust  1.647138 1.156278 0.409902744 0.287748522 1.42 0.154 -0.6191254 3.913402 

no_trust  2.89762 1.32366 0.721094643 0.329402798 2.19 0.029 0.3032934 5.491947 

officials_~e 0.1156498 0.1871549 0.028780327 0.046574912 0.62 0.537 -0.2511672 0.4824667 

have_say 0.04083 0.2037576 0.010160854 0.050706619 0.2 0.841 -0.3585276 0.4401875 

_cons -1.170339 1.260614 -0.291247708 0.313713324 -0.93 0.353 -3.641097 1.300418 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 41: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent Party, 

1984 

No. Observations: 830 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 114.23 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.1155 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err.  
z P>|z| [95% Conf.  Interval]  

pres_therm 0.0031364 0.0039652 0.000640868 0.000810218 0.79 0.429 -0.0046352 0.010908 

white -0.1042647 0.2319488 -0.021304647 0.047394634 -0.45 0.653 -0.558876 0.3503466 

highest_inc 0.9877945 0.4042812 0.201838332 0.082607711 2.44 0.015 0.1954178 1.780171 

high_inc 0.5537803 0.2403855 0.113155208 0.049118525 2.3 0.021 0.0826334 1.024927 

med_inc 0.3723719 0.2234231 0.076087611 0.045652558 1.67 0.096 -0.0655293 0.8102731 

unemployed 0.7111342 0.3464262 0.145307694 0.070786066 2.05 0.04 0.0321513 1.390117 

female -0.3573915 0.1736003 -0.073026631 0.03547215 -2.06 0.04 -0.6976419 -0.017141 

strongPID_~c 1.188484 0.4302228 0.242845681 0.087908419 2.76 0.006 0.3452624 2.031705 

strongPID_~p -0.1866987 0.3868847 -0.038148577 0.079053044 -0.48 0.629 -0.9449788 0.5715815 

weakPID_inc 0.4773404 0.3791915 0.097536067 0.077481075 1.26 0.208 -0.2658613 1.220542 

weakPID_opp -0.9167606 0.3553704 -0.187323811 0.072613655 -2.58 0.01 -1.613274 -0.220247 

indPID_inc 0.5435738 0.380143 0.11106969 0.077675497 1.43 0.153 -0.2014928 1.28864 

indPID_opp -0.3297159 0.4026616 -0.067371611 0.082276775 -0.82 0.413 -1.118918 0.4594863 

very_int 0.384354 0.2767664 0.078535941 0.056552318 1.39 0.165 -0.1580982 0.9268062 

some_int 0.2296389 0.2551225 0.046922647 0.05212977 0.9 0.368 -0.2703921 0.7296698 

high_school -0.4313664 0.3080803 -0.088142093 0.062950759 -1.4 0.161 -1.035193 0.1724599 

some_college -0.4231188 0.3264727 -0.086456842 0.066708921 -1.3 0.195 -1.062993 0.2167559 

college -1.033954 0.3525902 -0.211270209 0.07204557 -2.93 0.003 -1.725019 -0.34289 

adv_degree -1.664703 0.4048828 -0.340152609 0.082730638 -4.11 0 -2.458259 -0.871147 

most_trust  0.0185177 0.5357886 0.003783764 0.109478922 0.03 0.972 -1.031609 1.068644 

some_trust  0.1907345 0.5384022 0.038973221 0.110012965 0.35 0.723 -0.8645145 1.245983 

no_trust  -0.2472695 0.8638528 -0.050525148 0.176513038 -0.29 0.775 -1.94039 1.445851 

officials_~e -0.0843684 0.1973341 -0.01723919 0.040321732 -0.43 0.669 -0.471136 0.3023993 

have_say -0.3644797 0.2327283 -0.074474979 0.047553911 -1.57 0.117 -0.8206188 0.0916593 

_cons 1.159857 0.7655202 0.23699626 0.156420511 1.52 0.13 -0.3405346 2.660249 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 42: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent Party, 

1988 

No. Observations: 697 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 77.65 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0843 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf.  Interval]  

pres_therm -0.0010882 0.0035394 -0.000256458 0.000833918 -0.31 0.758 -0.0080253 0.0058488 

white -0.3273434 0.2222412 -0.077145644 0.052362236 -1.47 0.141 -0.7629281 0.1082414 

highest_inc 1.79563 0.5969412 0.423179552 0.14064528 3.01 0.003 0.6256462 2.965613 

high_inc 0.4763 0.264591 0.112250531 0.06234027 1.8 0.072 -0.0422888 0.9948889 

med_inc 0.4023778 0.2435002 0.094829145 0.057371068 1.65 0.098 -0.0748739 0.8796295 

unemployed 0.5977765 0.3967689 0.14087913 0.093482697 1.51 0.132 -0.1798761 1.375429 

female -0.2854303 0.174538 -0.067267904 0.041122888 -1.64 0.102 -0.6275184 0.0566579 

strongPID_~c 1.014863 0.3931496 0.239174702 0.092629954 2.58 0.01 0.2443039 1.785422 

strongPID_~p -0.5476216 0.4017884 -0.129059028 0.094665341 -1.36 0.173 -1.335112 0.2398693 

weakPID_inc 0.294272 0.3853704 0.069351644 0.090797097 0.76 0.445 -0.4610402 1.049584 

weakPID_opp -0.6494427 0.3853678 -0.153055402 0.090796484 -1.69 0.092 -1.40475 0.1058643 

indPID_inc 0.2913925 0.3998785 0.068673027 0.094215349 0.73 0.466 -0.4923549 1.07514 

indPID_opp -0.706486 0.403596 -0.166498905 0.095091229 -1.75 0.08 -1.49752 0.0845475 

very_int -0.1839752 0.2799886 -0.043357787 0.065968097 -0.66 0.511 -0.7327428 0.3647924 

some_int -0.3709986 0.26158 -0.087433949 0.061630848 -1.42 0.156 -0.8836861 0.1416889 

high_school -0.4034406 0.29984 -0.095079617 0.070645284 -1.35 0.178 -0.9911162 0.1842349 

some_college -0.3416451 0.3163638 -0.080516153 0.074538456 -1.08 0.28 -0.9617068 0.2784165 

college -0.6188907 0.3404371 -0.145855153 0.080210365 -1.82 0.069 -1.286135 0.0483537 

adv_degree -0.5289321 0.4006297 -0.124654438 0.09439234 -1.32 0.187 -1.314152 0.2562876 

most_trust  -0.1588369 0.4482974 -0.037433396 0.105623324 -0.35 0.723 -1.037484 0.7198099 

some_trust  -0.2090437 0.4516024 -0.049265728 0.106402014 -0.46 0.643 -1.094168 0.6760807 

no_trust  1.804714 1.16245 0.425320395 0.273884775 1.55 0.121 -0.4736458 4.083074 

officials_~e 0.1845735 0.1899489 0.043498789 0.044753849 0.97 0.331 -0.1877195 0.5568664 

have_say -0.1789392 0.1918013 -0.042170943 0.045190293 -0.93 0.351 -0.5548628 0.1969845 

_cons 1.453521 0.7006479 0.34255407 0.16507961 2.07 0.038 0.0802767 2.826766 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 43: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent Party, 

1992 

No. Observations: 960 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 59.62 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0001 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0464 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm -0.0054904 0.0032873 -0.00129961 0.000778123 -1.67 0.095 -0.0119333 0.0009526 

white 0.2839423 0.1818601 0.067210821 0.04304736 1.56 0.118 -0.0724971 0.6403816 

highest_inc -0.1586969 0.3359214 -0.037564494 0.079514581 -0.47 0.637 -0.8170906 0.4996969 

high_inc -0.1606567 0.1950344 -0.03802839 0.046165795 -0.82 0.41 -0.5429171 0.2216038 

med_inc -0.100781 0.1948374 -0.023855458 0.046119164 -0.52 0.605 -0.4826552 0.2810933 

unemployed 0.4492643 0.2497911 0.106343515 0.05912703 1.8 0.072 -0.0403172 0.9388459 

female -0.0159336 0.1411697 -0.003771577 0.033415702 -0.11 0.91 -0.2926211 0.2607538 

strongPID_~c 1.252485 0.349765 0.296470602 0.082791443 3.58 0 0.5669583 1.938012 

strongPID_~p 0.4238313 0.2937602 0.100323374 0.069534775 1.44 0.149 -0.151928 0.9995906 

weakPID_inc 0.3562149 0.3011964 0.084318172 0.071294968 1.18 0.237 -0.2341192 0.9465489 

weakPID_opp -0.0944855 0.2814369 -0.022365276 0.066617778 -0.34 0.737 -0.6460916 0.4571206 

indPID_inc 0.0096728 0.3046296 0.002289609 0.072107627 0.03 0.975 -0.5873903 0.6067359 

indPID_opp 0.5005425 0.2967825 0.118481368 0.070250172 1.69 0.092 -0.0811406 1.082226 

very_int -0.0434212 0.2579271 -0.010278055 0.061052869 -0.17 0.866 -0.5489491 0.4621067 

some_int 0.071582 0.2545064 0.016943882 0.060243169 0.28 0.779 -0.4272413 0.5704053 

high_school -0.5539801 0.2875897 -0.131130364 0.068074182 -1.93 0.054 -1.117646 0.0096854 

some_college -0.8335086 0.290832 -0.197296412 0.068841653 -2.87 0.004 -1.403529 -0.2634885 

college -0.7545232 0.3171514 -0.178600101 0.075071611 -2.38 0.017 -1.376128 -0.1329179 

adv_degree -1.1029 0.358758 -0.261062948 0.084920139 -3.07 0.002 -1.806053 -0.3997472 

most_trust  -0.6869491 0.5022818 -0.162604912 0.118893071 -1.37 0.171 -1.671403 0.2975051 

some_trust  -0.581506 0.4947094 -0.137645907 0.117100639 -1.18 0.24 -1.551119 0.3881067 

no_trust  -0.3190922 0.7907318 -0.07553101 0.18717089 -0.4 0.687 -1.868898 1.230714 

officials_~e 0.0161362 0.1519833 0.003819534 0.035975345 0.11 0.915 -0.2817455 0.314018 

have_say 0.10954 0.1579779 0.025928765 0.037394303 0.69 0.488 -0.200091 0.419171 

_cons 1.432171 0.6624759 0.33900334 0.156811961 2.16 0.031 0.1337418 2.7306 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 44: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent Party, 

1996 

No. Observations: 665 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 61.08 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0685 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.0008338 0.0042281 0.000200294 0.001015669 0.2 0.844 -0.0074532 0.0091208 

white 0.1542323 0.2224925 0.037049496 0.053446879 0.69 0.488 -0.2818451 0.5903097 

highest_inc 0.2993158 0.3822654 0.071901279 0.091827332 0.78 0.434 -0.4499106 1.048542 

high_inc 0.148771 0.2551308 0.03573759 0.061287212 0.58 0.56 -0.3512761 0.6488182 

med_inc 0.1422743 0.2400427 0.03417696 0.057662767 0.59 0.553 -0.3282006 0.6127493 

unemployed 0.6588531 0.4114714 0.158268894 0.098843162 1.6 0.109 -0.147616 1.465322 

female 0.2215319 0.1757806 0.053216125 0.042225803 1.26 0.208 -0.1229917 0.5660554 

strongPID_~c 1.098624 0.423048 0.263910128 0.101624079 2.6 0.009 0.2694647 1.927782 

strongPID_~p -0.1785034 0.4519124 -0.042879871 0.10855785 -0.39 0.693 -1.064235 0.7072286 

weakPID_inc 1.071273 0.4204534 0.257339904 0.101000807 2.55 0.011 0.2471994 1.895347 

weakPID_opp -0.0809022 0.4262318 -0.019434229 0.102388887 -0.19 0.849 -0.9163012 0.7544968 

indPID_inc 0.765016 0.4413604 0.183771218 0.106023061 1.73 0.083 -0.1000345 1.630066 

indPID_opp 0.0854823 0.4468986 0.020534455 0.107353441 0.19 0.848 -0.7904229 0.9613875 

very_int 0.4380514 0.2640277 0.105228177 0.063424415 1.66 0.097 -0.0794333 0.9555361 

some_int 0.2897282 0.2448206 0.069598158 0.058810508 1.18 0.237 -0.1901113 0.7695677 

high_school -0.0402569 0.3954283 -0.009670464 0.094989308 -0.1 0.919 -0.8152821 0.7347682 

some_college -0.2826834 0.393908 -0.067905864 0.094624103 -0.72 0.473 -1.054729 0.4893621 

college -0.4035604 0.4150116 -0.096942791 0.099693584 -0.97 0.331 -1.216968 0.4098474 

adv_degree -0.5133161 0.4555015 -0.123308172 0.109420019 -1.13 0.26 -1.406083 0.3794505 

most_trust  1.383306 0.643656 0.332296094 0.154618265 2.15 0.032 0.121763 2.644848 

some_trust  1.242558 0.6394866 0.298485779 0.153616697 1.94 0.052 -0.0108126 2.495929 

no_trust  1.116769 1.588693 0.268268898 0.38163391 0.7 0.482 -1.997012 4.230549 

officials_~e 0.0086443 0.1874276 0.002076523 0.045023631 0.05 0.963 -0.3587071 0.3759956 

have_say 0.1194793 0.1830656 0.028701173 0.043975797 0.65 0.514 -0.2393228 0.4782814 

_cons -1.850208 0.8959583 -0.444454727 0.215226019 -2.07 0.039 -3.606254 -0.0941621 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 45: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent Party, 
2000 

No. Observations: 665 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 61.08 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0685 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.0099768 0.0053682 0.002407725 0.001295521 1.86 0.063 -0.0005448 0.0204984 

white 0.017592 0.3030533 0.004245519 0.073136577 0.06 0.954 -0.5763816 0.6115656 

highest_inc -0.8198589 0.501543 -0.197858508 0.121038571 -1.63 0.102 -1.802865 0.1631475 

high_inc -0.3036198 0.3146327 -0.073273292 0.075931061 -0.96 0.335 -0.9202886 0.313049 

med_inc 0.319046 0.3287746 0.076996134 0.07934396 0.97 0.332 -0.3253403 0.9634323 

unemployed -0.0231153 0.5390436 -0.005578471 0.13008868 -0.04 0.966 -1.079621 1.033391 

female -0.1208325 0.2443932 -0.029160796 0.058979995 -0.49 0.621 -0.5998344 0.3581693 

strongPID_~c 1.444815 0.5424674 0.348680657 0.130914954 2.66 0.008 0.3815984 2.508031 

strongPID_~p -0.6713855 0.5570028 -0.162027067 0.134422817 -1.21 0.228 -1.763091 0.42032 

weakPID_inc 1.102755 0.5270793 0.2661305 0.127201307 2.09 0.036 0.0696981 2.135811 

weakPID_opp -0.5399916 0.5730462 -0.130317463 0.138294609 -0.94 0.346 -1.663141 0.5831583 

indPID_inc 0.4180598 0.5300359 0.100891371 0.127914831 0.79 0.43 -0.6207915 1.456911 

indPID_opp -0.7221652 0.5350666 -0.174281854 0.129128901 -1.35 0.177 -1.770876 0.326546 

very_int 0.7139188 0.3902606 0.17229173 0.094182523 1.83 0.067 -0.050978 1.478816 

some_int 0.8431149 0.3565967 0.203470934 0.086058334 2.36 0.018 0.1441983 1.542032 

high_school 0.6595026 0.5650766 0.159159339 0.136371286 1.17 0.243 -0.4480273 1.767032 

some_college 0.6283305 0.6532941 0.151636501 0.157661027 0.96 0.336 -0.6521023 1.908763 

college 0.5347927 0.5947671 0.1290628 0.143536566 0.9 0.369 -0.6309293 1.700515 

adv_degree 0.6600958 0.6493827 0.159302497 0.156717079 1.02 0.309 -0.6126709 1.932863 

most_trust  -0.2771635 0.6782647 -0.06688853 0.163687241 -0.41 0.683 -1.606538 1.052211 

some_trust  -0.6254996 0.6733763 -0.150953313 0.162507512 -0.93 0.353 -1.945293 0.6942936 

no_trust  -0.420555 1.15728 -0.101493543 0.279289148 -0.36 0.716 -2.688783 1.847673 

officials_~e -0.2963736 0.2578348 -0.071524549 0.062223889 -1.15 0.25 -0.8017205 0.2089733 

have_say -0.1254289 0.276727 -0.030270056 0.066783188 -0.45 0.65 -0.6678039 0.4169461 

_cons -1.368134 1.255025 -0.330175048 0.302878183 -1.09 0.276 -3.827937 1.09167 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 46: Logit Regression Results on downs_voter, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent Party, 
2004 

No. Observations: 479 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 32.26 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0948 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0538 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm -0.0004048 0.0049075 -8.8475E-05 0.001072606 -0.08 0.934 -0.0100232 0.0092137 

white 0.1712838 0.235017 0.037436594 0.051366422 0.73 0.466 -0.2893411 0.6319087 

highest_inc -0.067632 0.4125113 -0.014781968 0.090160413 -0.16 0.87 -0.8761393 0.7408753 

high_inc 0.0239154 0.2969482 0.005227062 0.064902397 0.08 0.936 -0.5580925 0.6059232 

med_inc -0.1241838 0.2693573 -0.027142196 0.058872 -0.46 0.645 -0.6521144 0.4037469 

unemployed 0.416553 1.196154 0.091043786 0.261437052 0.35 0.728 -1.927865 2.760971 

female -0.189243 0.218797 -0.041361841 0.047821303 -0.86 0.387 -0.6180772 0.2395912 

strongPID_~c 1.392548 0.6024967 0.30436185 0.131684517 2.31 0.021 0.2116764 2.57342 

strongPID_~p 0.020539 0.5232642 0.004489101 0.114367088 0.04 0.969 -1.00504 1.046118 

weakPID_inc 0.2373905 0.5406174 0.051885186 0.118159885 0.44 0.661 -0.8222001 1.296981 

weakPID_opp -0.1254744 0.5096085 -0.027424276 0.111382434 -0.25 0.806 -1.124289 0.8733399 

indPID_inc 0.2698151 0.5697891 0.058972059 0.124535789 0.47 0.636 -0.846951 1.386581 

indPID_opp -0.2296927 0.5096145 -0.050202718 0.111383745 -0.45 0.652 -1.228519 0.7691334 

very_int 0.0165651 0.4031512 0.003620546 0.088114625 0.04 0.967 -0.7735968 0.8067271 

some_int -0.0475604 0.3952114 -0.010395025 0.086379265 -0.12 0.904 -0.8221605 0.7270398 

high_school 0.1267688 0.5021183 0.027707186 0.109745341 0.25 0.801 -0.857365 1.110903 

some_college 0.0333752 0.4981152 0.007294641 0.108870404 0.07 0.947 -0.9429127 1.009663 

college -0.3527869 0.5111872 -0.077106766 0.111727482 -0.69 0.49 -1.354695 0.6491217 

most_trust  -0.46036 0.611649 -0.10061845 0.133684886 -0.75 0.452 -1.65917 0.7384499 

some_trust  -0.3254901 0.6130255 -0.071140649 0.133985741 -0.53 0.595 -1.526998 0.8760177 

no_trust -0.2546441 1.122092 -0.055656214 0.245249713 -0.23 0.82 -2.453905 1.944616 

officials_~e -0.2700841 0.2292165 -0.059030853 0.050098638 -1.18 0.239 -0.7193402 0.179172 

have_say -0.071003 0.2265158 -0.01551875 0.04950836 -0.31 0.754 -0.5149659 0.3729598 

_cons 1.232228 0.9245801 0.269321555 0.202080581 1.33 0.183 -0.5799157 3.044372 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 47: Statistically Significant Characteristics for Regressions on downs_voter By Year 

  
strongPID 

_inc 
weakPID 

_inc 
weakPID 

_opp 
indPID 

_inc 
very 
_int 

some 
_int 

some _ 
college 

college 
adv_  
deg 

no_ 
trust 

cons 

1968 - - - - - - - - - - - 

1972 - - - - - - - - - - - 

1976 X - - - - - - - - - - 

1980 - - - - X X - - - X X 

1984 X - X - - - - X X - - 

1988 X - - - - - - - - - X 

1992 - - - - - - X X X - - 

1996 X X - - - - - - - - - 

2000 X X - - - X - - - - - 

2004 X - - - - - - - - - - 

All X X X X X - - - X X X 

Note: All other characteristics were not statistically significant at the α=0.05 level 

 
Figure 48: Number and Percentage of Respondents with Strong Incumbent Party Identification by Downsian 
Type 

Number and Percentage of Respondents With Strong Incumbent Party 
Identification by Downsian Type 

  

Voted for 
Incumbent, 

Financial 
Situation=Better 

Did Not vote for 
Incumbent, 

Financial 
Situation=Worse 

Not a 
Downsian 

Voter 

All Years 
855 43 320 

70.20% 3.53% 26.27% 

Years When 
Statistically Significant* 

508 10 131 

78.27% 1.54% 20.18% 

Years When Not 
Statistically 

Significant** 

223 33 158 

53.86% 7.97% 38.16% 

* Years where the coefficient on strongPID_inc had a p-value≤0.05, including years 
1976, 1984, 1988, 1996, 2000, and 2004 

**  Years where the coefficient on strongPID_inc had a p-value≥0.05, including 
years 1968, 1972, 1980, and 1992 
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Figure 49: Definition of Reward and Punishment Voter 

 

  Voted for Incumbent Did Not Vote for Incumbent 

Household Median 
Income Growth > 

Reward and Punishment 
Voter 

Not a Reward and Punishment 
Voter 

Household Median 
Income Growth < 

Not a Reward and 
Punishment Voter 

Reward and Punishment Voter 

 
Figure 50: Logit Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent 
Party, All Years 

No. Observations: 9532 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 194.77 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.0149 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.0598268 0.0048813 0.014471025 0.001180699 12.26 0 0.0502596 0.0693941 

white -2.606503 0.5148671 -0.630466133 0.124537079 -5.06 0 -3.615624 -1.597383 

highest_inc 0.3983045 0.3927752 0.096342685 0.095005247 1.01 0.311 -0.3715208 1.16813 

high_inc 0.5836202 0.2480624 0.141167215 0.060001827 2.35 0.019 0.0974269 1.069814 

med_inc 0.3304798 0.228566 0.079937112 0.055285999 1.45 0.148 -0.1175012 0.7784609 

unemployed -1.696065 0.7486822 -0.410247577 0.18109274 -2.27 0.023 -3.163455 -0.2286749 

female -0.0140187 0.1781122 -0.003390871 0.043082133 -0.08 0.937 -0.3631122 0.3350748 

strong_PID 0.7588367 0.3510537 0.183548931 0.084913568 2.16 0.031 0.070784 1.446889 

weak_PID 0.175163 0.3415719 0.042368775 0.082620091 0.51 0.608 -0.4943057 0.8446317 

ind_PID -0.0718761 0.3762386 -0.017385534 0.091005341 -0.19 0.848 -0.8092901 0.6655379 

very_int 0.1261756 0.3015199 0.030519605 0.072932233 0.42 0.676 -0.4647925 0.7171438 

some_int 0.0965828 0.2939744 0.02336164 0.071107113 0.33 0.743 -0.4795966 0.6727621 

high_school 0.0881557 0.2332178 0.021323276 0.056411186 0.38 0.705 -0.3689428 0.5452542 

some_college 0.0305865 0.2943164 0.007398323 0.071189837 0.1 0.917 -0.5462631 0.6074361 

college -0.0108608 0.339256 -0.002627032 0.082059916 -0.03 0.974 -0.6757903 0.6540687 

adv_degree 0.5814707 0.4108539 0.14064729 0.099378159 1.42 0.157 -0.2237881 1.38673 

most_trust  0.1430091 0.3171481 0.034591326 0.076712414 0.45 0.652 -0.4785898 0.7646079 

some_trust  -0.1762696 0.3408897 -0.042636442 0.082455079 -0.52 0.605 -0.8444012 0.4918619 

officials_~e -0.1352239 0.2186035 -0.032708226 0.05287625 -0.62 0.536 -0.563679 0.2932312 

have_say -0.247106 0.2108185 -0.059770491 0.050993198 -1.17 0.241 -0.6603027 0.1660908 

_cons -2.160433 0.7902517 -0.522569833 0.191147654 -2.73 0.006 -3.709298 -0.6115682 

 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 51: Logit Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent 
Party, 1968 

 
No. Observations: 921 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 415.87 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.3327 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.0598268 0.0048813 0.014471025 0.001180699 12.26 0 0.0502596 0.0693941 

white -2.606503 0.5148671 -0.630466133 0.124537079 -5.06 0 -3.615624 -1.597383 

highest_inc 0.3983045 0.3927752 0.096342685 0.095005247 1.01 0.311 -0.3715208 1.16813 

high_inc 0.5836202 0.2480624 0.141167215 0.060001827 2.35 0.019 0.0974269 1.069814 

med_inc 0.3304798 0.228566 0.079937112 0.055285999 1.45 0.148 -0.1175012 0.7784609 

unemployed -1.696065 0.7486822 -0.410247577 0.18109274 -2.27 0.023 -3.163455 -0.2286749 

female -0.0140187 0.1781122 -0.003390871 0.043082133 -0.08 0.937 -0.3631122 0.3350748 

strong_PID 0.7588367 0.3510537 0.183548931 0.084913568 2.16 0.031 0.070784 1.446889 

weak_PID 0.175163 0.3415719 0.042368775 0.082620091 0.51 0.608 -0.4943057 0.8446317 

ind_PID -0.0718761 0.3762386 -0.017385534 0.091005341 -0.19 0.848 -0.8092901 0.6655379 

very_int 0.1261756 0.3015199 0.030519605 0.072932233 0.42 0.676 -0.4647925 0.7171438 

some_int 0.0965828 0.2939744 0.02336164 0.071107113 0.33 0.743 -0.4795966 0.6727621 

high_school 0.0881557 0.2332178 0.021323276 0.056411186 0.38 0.705 -0.3689428 0.5452542 

some_college 0.0305865 0.2943164 0.007398323 0.071189837 0.1 0.917 -0.5462631 0.6074361 

college -0.0108608 0.339256 -0.002627032 0.082059916 -0.03 0.974 -0.6757903 0.6540687 

adv_degree 0.5814707 0.4108539 0.14064729 0.099378159 1.42 0.157 -0.2237881 1.38673 

most_trust  0.1430091 0.3171481 0.034591326 0.076712414 0.45 0.652 -0.4785898 0.7646079 

some_trust  -0.1762696 0.3408897 -0.042636442 0.082455079 -0.52 0.605 -0.8444012 0.4918619 

officials_~e -0.1352239 0.2186035 -0.032708226 0.05287625 -0.62 0.536 -0.563679 0.2932312 

have_say -0.247106 0.2108185 -0.059770491 0.050993198 -1.17 0.241 -0.6603027 0.1660908 

_cons -2.160433 0.7902517 -0.522569833 0.191147654 -2.73 0.006 -3.709298 -0.6115682 

 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 52: Logit Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent 
Party, 1972 

No. Observations: 1477 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 840 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.4372 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.0811747 0.0046759 0.018624434 0.001072822 17.36 0 0.0720101 0.0903392 

white 1.924958 0.2636242 0.441655511 0.060484998 7.3 0 1.408264 2.441652 

highest_inc 1.22045 0.4317241 0.280015703 0.099053241 2.83 0.005 0.3742858 2.066613 

high_inc 0.3100995 0.2277945 0.071148125 0.052264359 1.36 0.173 -0.1363695 0.7565685 

med_inc 0.0710958 0.2111383 0.016311967 0.04844282 0.34 0.736 -0.3427277 0.4849192 

unemployed -0.3714944 0.3629189 -0.085234353 0.08326682 -1.02 0.306 -1.082802 0.3398135 

female -0.4065408 0.1602383 -0.093275274 0.036764505 -2.54 0.011 -0.7206021 -0.0924796 

strong_PID -0.5495063 0.305588 -0.126076769 0.070113023 -1.8 0.072 -1.148448 0.0494352 

weak_PID -0.5242407 0.2850666 -0.12027992 0.065404666 -1.84 0.066 -1.082961 0.0344795 

ind_PID -0.4577513 0.305989 -0.105024829 0.070205027 -1.5 0.135 -1.057479 0.1419762 

very_int -0.9867984 0.2574421 -0.226407512 0.059066599 -3.83 0 -1.491376 -0.4822212 

some_int -0.8832126 0.2381225 -0.202641155 0.054633979 -3.71 0 -1.349924 -0.4165011 

high_school -0.1504902 0.2112661 -0.034527936 0.048472142 -0.71 0.476 -0.564564 0.2635837 

some_college -0.1831566 0.2395458 -0.042022798 0.054960536 -0.76 0.445 -0.6526576 0.2863445 

college 0.2230962 0.2931399 0.051186398 0.067256975 0.76 0.447 -0.3514474 0.7976399 

adv_degree -0.5042655 0.4100486 -0.115696881 0.094080091 -1.23 0.219 -1.307946 0.2994151 

most_trust  -0.8347626 0.4214922 -0.191524959 0.09670567 -1.98 0.048 -1.660872 -0.0086531 

some_trust  -0.8904942 0.4264278 -0.204311819 0.097838076 -2.09 0.037 -1.726277 -0.054711 

no_trust  1.451351 1.751853 0.332992807 0.401938916 0.83 0.407 -1.982218 4.884921 

officials_~e -0.1316153 0.1771549 -0.030197346 0.04064579 -0.74 0.458 -0.4788325 0.215602 

have_say -0.1244889 0.1878408 -0.02856229 0.043097524 -0.66 0.507 -0.49265 0.2436722 

_cons -4.08362 0.6449096 -0.936931235 0.147965763 -6.33 0 -5.34762 -2.819621 

 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 53: Logit Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent 
Party, 1976 

No. Observations: 1139 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 508.00 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.3217 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.0764304 0.005183 0.019104066 0.00129551 14.75 0 0.0662719 0.0865888 

white 1.135976 0.2944619 0.283941472 0.073601859 3.86 0 0.5588412 1.713111 

highest_inc 1.116147 0.3472591 0.278985139 0.086798718 3.21 0.001 0.4355314 1.796762 

high_inc 0.4156207 0.2153807 0.103885957 0.053835216 1.93 0.054 -0.0065176 0.837759 

med_inc 0.3619357 0.2158271 0.090467189 0.053946795 1.68 0.094 -0.0610777 0.784949 

unemployed -0.3488457 0.3202794 -0.087195294 0.08005504 -1.09 0.276 -0.9765818 0.2788905 

female 0.0007312 0.15759 0.000182766 0.039390213 0 0.996 -0.3081395 0.3096018 

strong_PID -0.2203806 0.2848986 -0.05508496 0.071211476 -0.77 0.439 -0.7787716 0.3380104 

weak_PID -0.3762603 0.26062 -0.094047677 0.065142949 -1.44 0.149 -0.8870661 0.1345456 

ind_PID -0.0773058 0.2791747 -0.019322875 0.069780766 -0.28 0.782 -0.6244782 0.4698666 

very_int -0.3859908 0.2617758 -0.096479852 0.065431845 -1.47 0.14 -0.899062 0.1270805 

some_int 0.0224136 0.2538177 0.005602364 0.063442688 0.09 0.93 -0.4750599 0.5198872 

high_school 0.2847917 0.2228902 0.071184756 0.055712244 1.28 0.201 -0.1520651 0.7216486 

some_college 0.4718411 0.2452131 0.117938457 0.061291936 1.92 0.054 -0.0087678 0.95245 

college 0.9265622 0.2892971 0.231597706 0.072310898 3.2 0.001 0.3595503 1.493574 

adv_degree 0.8030485 0.3806462 0.200724992 0.095143949 2.11 0.035 0.0569956 1.549101 

most_trust  -0.0747696 0.4881609 -0.018688943 0.122017652 -0.15 0.878 -1.031547 0.8820082 

some_trust  0.021016 0.4841904 0.005253028 0.121025211 0.04 0.965 -0.9279797 0.9700117 

no_trust  1.729579 1.227617 0.432314774 0.306847485 1.41 0.159 -0.6765055 4.135663 

officials_~e 0.0916134 0.1760181 0.022899114 0.043996386 0.52 0.603 -0.2533758 0.4366025 

have_say -0.0107006 0.1806968 -0.002674655 0.045165845 -0.06 0.953 -0.3648599 0.3434586 

_cons -6.34071 0.7639399 -1.584884306 0.19094965 -8.3 0 -7.838005 -4.843416 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 

 
Figure 54: Educational Attainment and Votes for Incumbent in 1976 (Year of Good Median Household Income 
Growth) 

Education Level % Voted for the Incumbent in 1976 

less than high school 36.09% 

high school 48.69% 

some college 53.17% 

college 63.93% 

advanced degree 61.19% 
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Figure 55: Logit Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent 
Party, 1980 

No. Observations: 789 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 469.65 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.4494 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm -0.0932213 0.0077744 -0.022369379 0.001865545 -11.99 0 -0.1084588 -0.0779838 

white 1.454677 0.3658349 0.349064235 0.087785728 3.98 0 0.7376538 2.1717 

highest_inc 0.1466678 0.5535016 0.035194399 0.132818222 0.26 0.791 -0.9381753 1.231511 

high_inc -1.00569 0.3090595 -0.241325332 0.074161905 -3.25 0.001 -1.611435 -0.3999443 

med_inc -0.5908027 0.2748898 -0.141768992 0.065962545 -2.15 0.032 -1.129577 -0.0520285 

unemployed -0.5135741 0.499606 -0.12323722 0.119885436 -1.03 0.304 -1.492784 0.4656356 

female -0.2734657 0.2214798 -0.065620818 0.053146284 -1.23 0.217 -0.7075581 0.1606267 

strong_PID -1.4776 0.4686297 -0.354564837 0.112452364 -3.15 0.002 -2.396097 -0.5591024 

weak_PID -0.7426084 0.4495493 -0.178196282 0.107873832 -1.65 0.099 -1.623709 0.138492 

ind_PID -0.8082182 0.4666435 -0.193940007 0.111975756 -1.73 0.083 -1.722823 0.1063863 

very_int 0.4795956 0.3301543 0.115083741 0.079223813 1.45 0.146 -0.167495 1.126686 

some_int 0.5942982 0.3132702 0.142607772 0.075172305 1.9 0.058 -0.0197001 1.208297 

high_school 0.9531738 0.3323441 0.228723547 0.079749277 2.87 0.004 0.3017912 1.604556 

some_college 0.3256279 0.3639045 0.078137658 0.087322509 0.89 0.371 -0.3876118 1.038868 

college 0.9208062 0.398426 0.220956619 0.095606287 2.31 0.021 0.1399056 1.701707 

adv_degree 0.4135349 0.4945001 0.099231818 0.118660224 0.84 0.403 -0.5556676 1.382737 

most_trust  -0.9589782 0.9687132 -0.230116371 0.232452381 -0.99 0.322 -2.857621 0.9396648 

some_trust  -0.870895 0.9536882 -0.208979929 0.228846982 -0.91 0.361 -2.74009 0.9982996 

no_trust  -2.975985 1.144326 -0.714117242 0.274592421 -2.6 0.009 -5.218822 -0.7331476 

officials_~e -0.3637146 0.2404506 -0.087276941 0.057698516 -1.51 0.13 -0.834989 0.1075598 

have_say -0.0176964 0.2577509 -0.004246427 0.061849896 -0.07 0.945 -0.5228788 0.4874861 

_cons 6.587322 1.163758 1.580693524 0.279255323 5.66 0 4.306398 8.868246 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 56: Logit Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent 
Party, 1984 

No. Observations: 1178 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 999.00 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.6240 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.124523 0.0080857 0.030291414 0.001966924 15.4 0 0.1086753 0.1403706 

white 1.500249 0.286917 0.364949957 0.069795312 5.23 0 0.9379019 2.062596 

highest_inc 0.5950189 0.4638083 0.144744054 0.112825817 1.28 0.2 -0.3140287 1.504066 

high_inc 0.5980797 0.3092968 0.145488623 0.075239413 1.93 0.053 -0.008131 1.20429 

med_inc 0.3124517 0.2794626 0.076006872 0.067981957 1.12 0.264 -0.2352849 0.8601883 

unemployed -0.9096647 0.4343717 -0.221284662 0.105665082 -2.09 0.036 -1.761018 -0.0583118 

female -0.3009886 0.2166118 -0.073218363 0.052692898 -1.39 0.165 -0.7255399 0.1235626 

strong_PID -1.141054 0.4237772 -0.277572328 0.103087868 -2.69 0.007 -1.971642 -0.3104664 

weak_PID -0.6081342 0.4024807 -0.147934476 0.09790729 -1.51 0.131 -1.396982 0.1807134 

ind_PID -0.2165664 0.4269953 -0.052681854 0.103870702 -0.51 0.612 -1.053462 0.620329 

very_int -0.7023992 0.3495955 -0.170865341 0.085042458 -2.01 0.045 -1.387594 -0.0172047 

some_int -0.2786775 0.3072638 -0.067790974 0.074744866 -0.91 0.364 -0.8809036 0.3235486 

high_school 0.0077778 0.3380645 0.001892024 0.082237432 0.02 0.982 -0.6548166 0.6703721 

some_college 0.2094513 0.369585 0.050951037 0.089905096 0.57 0.571 -0.514922 0.9338246 

college -0.088123 0.4250931 -0.021436765 0.103407973 -0.21 0.836 -0.9212903 0.7450442 

adv_degree -0.4542066 0.5184215 -0.110490111 0.126111002 -0.88 0.381 -1.470294 0.5618809 

most_trust  -0.182569 0.7118899 -0.04441166 0.173174045 -0.26 0.798 -1.577847 1.21271 

some_trust  -0.2636601 0.7159987 -0.064137848 0.17417355 -0.37 0.713 -1.666992 1.139672 

no_trust  -0.3392639 1.349616 -0.082529197 0.328307035 -0.25 0.802 -2.984464 2.305936 

officials_~e 0.0903805 0.2538632 0.021985923 0.061754658 0.36 0.722 -0.4071823 0.5879433 

have_say -0.3465467 0.2835447 -0.084300808 0.068974967 -1.22 0.222 -0.902284 0.2091907 

_cons -7.542586 1.024995 -1.834806378 0.249339863 -7.36 0 -9.551541 -5.533632 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 57: Logit Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent 
Party, 1992 

No. Observations: 1474 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 802.66 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.4279 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm -0.0944306 0.0053207 -0.021196266 0.001194305 -17.75 0 -0.104859 -0.0840022 

white -0.4968679 0.2266601 -0.111528936 0.050877024 -2.19 0.028 -0.9411135 -0.0526223 

highest_inc -0.223391 0.3608461 -0.050143228 0.080996945 -0.62 0.536 -0.9306363 0.4838542 

high_inc 0.0851064 0.2238444 0.01910332 0.050245 0.38 0.704 -0.3536207 0.5238334 

med_inc 0.0572718 0.2240838 0.012855455 0.050298737 0.26 0.798 -0.3819243 0.4964679 

unemployed 0.3019645 0.3318287 0.067780147 0.074483584 0.91 0.363 -0.3484078 0.9523368 

female -0.1870682 0.1583395 -0.041990069 0.035541511 -1.18 0.237 -0.4974079 0.1232715 

strong_PID -0.2527365 0.3117808 -0.056730236 0.069983553 -0.81 0.418 -0.8638157 0.3583427 

weak_PID -0.1172659 0.3006088 -0.026321968 0.067475842 -0.39 0.696 -0.7064483 0.4719164 

ind_PID -0.3244488 0.3056184 -0.072827062 0.068600316 -1.06 0.288 -0.9234499 0.2745522 

very_int 0.4876498 0.271842 0.109459805 0.061018732 1.79 0.073 -0.0451508 1.02045 

some_int 0.5066236 0.2661298 0.113718739 0.059736549 1.9 0.057 -0.0149811 1.028228 

high_school -0.2452044 0.2942316 -0.055039551 0.06604439 -0.83 0.405 -0.8218878 0.3314789 

some_college -0.3134963 0.3013252 -0.070368621 0.067636648 -1.04 0.298 -0.9040829 0.2770903 

college -0.9946155 0.3308468 -0.223255334 0.074263183 -3.01 0.003 -1.643063 -0.3461677 

adv_degree -0.9958008 0.3862401 -0.223521391 0.086696982 -2.58 0.01 -1.752817 -0.2387842 

most_trust  -0.394737 0.4897188 -0.08860423 0.109924221 -0.81 0.42 -1.354568 0.5650942 

some_trust  -0.6158675 0.4816697 -0.138240058 0.108117488 -1.28 0.201 -1.559923 0.3281878 

no_trust  -1.706691 0.8139655 -0.38309062 0.182705919 -2.1 0.036 -3.302034 -0.1113476 

officials_~e 0.0044394 0.1690658 0.000996485 0.037949179 0.03 0.979 -0.3269234 0.3358022 

have_say -0.0357075 0.1769439 -0.008015047 0.039717528 -0.2 0.84 -0.3825111 0.3110961 

_cons 7.643393 0.7445111 1.715666261 0.16711591 10.27 0 6.184178 9.102607 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 58: Logit Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent 
Party, 1996 

No. Observations: 998 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 885.38 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.6436 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm 0.1103537 0.0077979 0.027432411 0.001938451 14.15 0 0.0950701 0.1256373 

white -0.9920275 0.3200268 -0.246604386 0.079554259 -3.1 0.002 -1.619268 -0.3647866 

highest_inc 0.0810094 0.5251917 0.020137822 0.13055543 0.15 0.877 -0.9483475 1.110366 

high_inc -0.3860178 0.3255554 -0.095958713 0.080928593 -1.19 0.236 -1.024095 0.252059 

med_inc -0.24736 0.3029604 -0.061490292 0.075311787 -0.82 0.414 -0.8411516 0.3464315 

unemployed -0.0046625 0.5791407 -0.001159033 0.143966409 -0.01 0.994 -1.139757 1.130432 

female 0.1527549 0.2211071 0.037972766 0.054964183 0.69 0.49 -0.280607 0.5861168 

strong_PID 1.535715 0.4663227 0.381757618 0.115921407 3.29 0.001 0.6217388 2.44969 

weak_PID 1.302537 0.4360076 0.323792775 0.10838549 2.99 0.003 0.4479775 2.157096 

ind_PID 1.342756 0.4530839 0.333790665 0.112630423 2.96 0.003 0.4547275 2.230784 

very_int -0.0120764 0.3363047 -0.003002027 0.083600721 -0.04 0.971 -0.6712215 0.6470687 

some_int -0.1810624 0.2785433 -0.045009621 0.069242032 -0.65 0.516 -0.7269973 0.3648724 

high_school -0.9433259 0.5045649 -0.234497839 0.125427891 -1.87 0.062 -1.932255 0.0456031 

some_college -0.8145287 0.5008858 -0.202480627 0.124513318 -1.63 0.104 -1.796247 0.1671894 

college -0.9518678 0.5220171 -0.236621237 0.129766268 -1.82 0.068 -1.975003 0.071267 

adv_degree -0.8069041 0.55786 -0.200585256 0.13867632 -1.45 0.148 -1.90029 0.2864814 

most_trust  0.1762115 0.943967 0.043803754 0.234657207 0.19 0.852 -1.67393 2.026353 

some_trust  -0.0641912 0.9339773 -0.015957049 0.232173905 -0.07 0.945 -1.894753 1.766371 

officials_~e 0.1072134 0.2312195 0.026651776 0.057477986 0.46 0.643 -0.3459685 0.5603953 

have_say 0.0003406 0.2343895 8.46685E-05 0.058266005 0 0.999 -0.4590544 0.4597357 

_cons -6.071165 1.186715 -1.50920808 0.29500102 -5.12 0 -8.397085 -3.745246 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 

 
Figure 59: Percent Who Voted Like a Reward and Punishment Voter by Strength of Party ID 

 % Voted like a Reward and Punishment  Voter 

 1996 Total Sample 

Strong Party ID 56.69% 52.67% 

Weak Party ID 54.42% 55.30% 

Independent-Party ID 50.61% 58.25% 

Independent-Party ID 39.29% 61.04% 

Apolitical N/A 55.56% 
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Figure 60: Reward and Punishment Voter by Level of Trust in the Federal Government, 2000 

Level Of Trust in 
Federal Government 

Voted Like a Reward and 
Punishment Voter 

Did Not Vote Like a Reward 
and Punishment Voter 

No Trust 0 10 

Some Trust 307 298 

Mostly Trusts 256 204 

Always Trusts 26 18 

 
Figure 61: Logit Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent 
Party, 2000 

No. Observations: 9208 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 550.60 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.4395 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. Transf. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm -0.0720254 0.0047266 -0.017954618 0.001178255 
-

15.24 0 -0.0812894 -0.0627613 

white 0.3901484 0.2619166 0.09725688 0.065291031 1.49 0.136 -0.1231987 0.9034954 

highest_inc 1.113673 0.4196996 0.277618366 0.104623455 2.65 0.008 0.2910766 1.936269 

high_inc 0.2587581 0.2568766 0.064503675 0.064034651 1.01 0.314 -0.2447108 0.762227 

med_inc 0.021171 0.256714 0.005277544 0.063994118 0.08 0.934 -0.4819791 0.5243211 

unemployed -0.6754577 0.4393047 -0.168379284 0.109510649 -1.54 0.124 -1.536479 0.1855637 

female -0.6483636 0.1972306 -0.161625219 0.049165991 -3.29 0.001 -1.034928 -0.2617989 

strong_PID -0.2966419 0.4024718 -0.073947415 0.100328879 -0.74 0.461 -1.085472 0.4921883 

weak_PID -0.2740238 0.3944395 -0.068309135 0.098326573 -0.69 0.487 -1.047111 0.4990635 

ind_PID -0.1074664 0.4068417 -0.026789413 0.101418215 -0.26 0.792 -0.9048614 0.6899287 

very_int -0.5347991 0.3086113 -0.133315661 0.076931168 -1.73 0.083 -1.139666 0.0700679 

some_int -0.3690485 0.2796308 -0.09199706 0.069706858 -1.32 0.187 -0.9171149 0.1790179 

high_school -0.2536955 0.4392045 -0.063241661 0.109485671 -0.58 0.564 -1.11452 0.6071295 

some_college -0.0393838 0.5137739 -0.009817663 0.128074462 -0.08 0.939 -1.046362 0.9675944 

college -0.6771934 0.4745431 -0.168811963 0.118294939 -1.43 0.154 -1.607281 0.2528941 

adv_degree -1.06853 0.5256346 -0.266365039 0.131031118 -2.03 0.042 -2.098755 -0.0383055 

most_trust  -0.2605316 0.5280297 -0.064945776 0.131628173 -0.49 0.622 -1.295451 0.7743875 

some_trust  -0.5477134 0.5297201 -0.13653496 0.132049559 -1.03 0.301 -1.585946 0.4905188 

officials_~e  -0.1655477 0.2189402 -0.041268022 0.054577798 -0.76 0.45 -0.5946626 0.2635673 

officials_~e -0.1655477 0.2189402 -0.041268022 0.054577798 -0.76 0.45 -0.5946626 0.2635673 

have_say -0.0533793 0.2240616 -0.013306486 0.05585447 -0.24 0.812 -0.492532 0.3857734 

_cons 5.184081 0.9029639 1.292296836 0.22509243 5.74 0 3.414305 6.953858 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 62: Logit Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with Incumbent 
Party, 2004 

No. Observations: 637 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 630.34 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.7142 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Transf. Coef. 
Transf. Std. 

Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

pres_therm -0.1148914 0.0098553 -0.028777452 0.002463527 -11.66 0 -0.1342076 -0.0955753 

white -1.760382 0.4128643 -0.440932122 0.103203586 -4.26 0 -2.569581 -0.9511825 

highest_inc -1.189464 0.7307487 -0.297931293 0.18266507 -1.63 0.104 -2.621705 0.2427772 

high_inc -0.5345856 0.4977752 -0.133900462 0.124428742 -1.07 0.283 -1.510207 0.4410358 

med_inc 0.2623469 0.4155266 0.065711405 0.10386908 0.63 0.528 -0.5520704 1.076764 

unemployed 2.357301 1.580109 0.590445557 0.394979452 1.49 0.136 -0.7396552 5.454258 

female 0.5781094 0.3554982 0.144802096 0.088863796 1.63 0.104 -0.1186543 1.274873 

strong_PID 1.678101 0.6707624 0.420322768 0.167670309 2.5 0.012 0.3634314 2.992772 

weak_PID 1.665941 0.6285008 0.417276988 0.157106188 2.65 0.008 0.4341026 2.89778 

ind_PID 2.41807 0.6457863 0.605666688 0.16142704 3.74 0 1.152352 3.683788 

very_int 0.816218 0.5898424 0.204442408 0.147442757 1.38 0.166 -0.3398519 1.972288 

some_int 0.1802948 0.5677313 0.045159385 0.141915651 0.32 0.751 -0.9324381 1.293028 

high_school -1.32528 0.8695975 -0.331949839 0.21737307 -1.52 0.128 -3.02966 0.3790993 

some_college -1.591402 0.8775666 -0.398606814 0.219365104 -1.81 0.07 -3.311401 0.1285972 

college -1.805737 0.9289669 -0.452292427 0.232213624 -1.94 0.052 -3.626479 0.0150045 

most_trust  -0.7836548 0.9217202 -0.196286132 0.230402168 -0.85 0.395 -2.590193 1.022884 

some_trust  -0.5690887 0.9284585 -0.142542634 0.232086539 -0.61 0.54 -2.388834 1.250656 

no_trust  -2.471595 2.641685 -0.619073376 0.660341339 -0.94 0.349 -7.649203 2.706013 

officials_~e 0.5337317 0.3742004 0.133686581 0.09353878 1.43 0.154 -0.1996875 1.267151 

have_say -0.1692887 0.3747221 -0.042402629 0.09366919 -0.45 0.651 -0.9037305 0.5651531 

_cons 7.697439 1.501352 1.928017958 0.375292584 5.13 0 4.754842 10.64004 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 

 
Figure 63: Percentage Who Voted Like a Reward and Punishment Voter By Strength of Party ID 

 
% Voted like a Reward and Punishment  Voter 

 

1996 Total Sample 

Strong Party ID 47.04% 52.67% 

Weak Party ID 45.26% 55.30% 

Independent-Party ID 57.42% 58.25% 

Independent-Party ID 54.35% 61.04% 
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Figure 64: Logistic Regression Results on reward_punishment, Separated by Party Identification with 
Incumbent Party, 2004 

No. Observations: 637 

Likelihood Ratio Chi-Squared Test Statistic: 146.90 

Prob > chi-squared: 0.0000 

Psuedo R^2: 0.1664 

Variable Coef. Std. Err. 
Transf. 
Coef. Transf. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval] 

white -1.396247 0.2234411 -0.3490195 0.0559665 
-

6.25 0 -1.834184 
-

0.9583108 

highest_inc -1.037089 0.3512089 -0.2592409 0.0879691 
-

2.95 0.003 -1.725446 
-

0.3487321 

high_inc 
-

0.5290054 0.2625174 -0.1322353 0.0657541 
-

2.02 0.044 -1.04353 
-

0.0144808 

med_inc 
-

0.3459223 0.2377064 -0.0864701 0.0595396 
-

1.46 0.146 
-

0.8118183 0.1199737 

unemployed 1.061953 1.2742 0.2654561 0.3191556 0.83 0.405 -1.435433 3.559339 

female 0.6709442 0.1899403 0.1677158 0.0475753 3.53 0 0.2986679 1.04322 

strong_PID 0.2750064 0.4257331 0.0687433 0.1066356 0.65 0.518 -0.559415 1.109428 

weak_PID 0.033363 0.4311162 0.0083397 0.1079839 0.08 0.938 
-

0.8116092 0.8783352 

ind_PID 0.6877585 0.4360197 0.1719188 0.1092121 1.58 0.115 
-

0.1668244 1.542341 

very_int 0.4889065 0.365714 0.1222118 0.0916023 1.34 0.181 
-

0.2278797 1.205693 

some_int 
-

0.0181645 0.3648249 -0.0045406 0.0913796 
-

0.05 0.96 
-

0.7332081 0.6968791 

high_school 
-

0.4998174 0.4642685 -0.1249392 0.1162878 
-

1.08 0.282 -1.409767 0.4101321 

some_college 
-

0.3633943 0.4630387 -0.0908376 0.1159797 
-

0.78 0.433 -1.270934 0.5441449 

college 
-

0.1504286 0.4725689 -0.0376026 0.1183668 
-

0.32 0.75 -1.076647 0.7757894 

most_trust 0.2769707 0.5411029 0.0692343 0.1355329 0.51 0.609 
-

0.7835715 1.337513 

some_trust 1.37663 0.5431632 0.3441159 0.1360489 2.53 0.011 0.3120496 2.44121 

no_trust 1.989734 1.318682 0.4973733 0.3302972 1.51 0.131 
-

0.5948356 4.574305 

officials_~e 0.2871021 0.1977749 0.0717668 0.0495377 1.45 0.147 
-

0.1005297 0.6747339 

have_say 
-

0.4158012 0.194612 -0.1039377 0.0487455 
-

2.14 0.033 
-

0.7972338 
-

0.0343686 

_cons 0.1616843 0.8257874 0.0404162 0.2068393 0.2 0.845 -1.456829 1.780198 

Note: Transformed coefficient and transformed standard error are equal to the coefficient and 

the standard error multiplied by the probability of voting for the incumbent party times the 

probability of voting against the incumbent party. 
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Figure 65: Statistically Significant Coefficients at the α=0.05 for Reward and Punishment Voting by Year 
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1968 X                     X 

1972       X X         X X X 

1976             X X       X 

1980 X         X X   X     X 

1984 X     X               X 

1992             X X X     X 

1996 X X X                 X 

2000               X       X 

2004 X X X                 X 

All X X               X     

Note: All other characteristics were not statistically significant at the α=0.05 
level 

 

 

 

 

 


